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Crime Doesn't Pay...But We Do!

GED recipients are more likely to have full time
employment than people who just drop out of school.
Come on in and let us help you earn your GED! We are at 92 Chestnut St in Murray.
Give us a call: 270 759 5525, we'd love to help you
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Obama says
military hitting IS
group harrier
than ever
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Barack Obama on
Monday said the U.S.-led coalition is making progress against
Islamic State militants in both
Iraq and Syria, as he delivered
an update on the campaign
aimed at reassuring Americans
worried about the spread of
extremism-fuel terrorism.
"We are hitting ISIL harder
than ever," Obama said, using
the shorthand for the Islamic
State group. Obama said
airstrikes had increased and the
coalition had successfully
knocked out key figures in the
group's leadership "one by one."
"The point is, ISIL leaders
cannot hide and our next message to them is simple: 'You are
next.'" Obama said.
The tough talk came after
Obama met with this top national security advisers at the
Pentagon. The rare meeting outside the White House was part
of weeklong push to explain his
strategy for stopping the Islamic
State group abroad and its sympathizers at home.
Obamals also slated to attend
a briefing at the National
Counterterrorism Center later in
the week.
The high-profile visits to
agencies charged with keeping
the U.S. safe follow an Oval
Office address Dec. 6 that
aimed to reassure the public but
that critics said failed to do the
job.
"The American people are
smart enough to know when
,
71 See OBAMA Page 2
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Christ is the end of the law so
that there may be righteousness
for everyone who believes.
Romans 10:4
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Christmas memories recalled during program
By DEBBIE BATTEIGER
Staff Writer

DEBBIE BATTEIGER/Ledger & Times
Murray Calloway County Senior Citizens Center Director Mark McLemore shares a Christmas story of his youth with the
senior citizens who attended a Christmas program on Dec. 4.

If you celebrate Christmas,:
odds are you have a favorite:
memory or a favorite gift. The
seniors at the
Murray
Calloway County Senior
Citizens Center are no different.
Recently, a group of seniors
came together to recall childhood Christmas memories,
drink some wassail and eat
some Christmas cookies.
Mark McLemore, director of
the center, started the programming off by reading his
favorite childhood Christmas
story, The Night Before
Christmas.
He told the seniors about the
hard working father he had and
how special the holidays were
because he had some time off
to spend with the family.
His
mother
suggested
McLemore surprise his father
with learning how to read the
book to his father.
"When1 was 7 or 8 years old,
I learned how to read The
Night Before Christmas," he
said. "I crawled into (my
father's) lap and read it to him.
We did that for years."
Joyce Morrison shared a
story of a Christmas that was
made wonderful by some
strangers. She told a story
about her little sister, who was
only 19 months old at the time,
)0. See MEMORIES Page 5

Hendricks: Illegal dumping
proves difficult to stop
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Calloway
County
Environmental
Planner
Clayton Hendricks has a simple message for his community when it comes to the
problem of illegal dumping.
"We need help, and we
need more eyes out there
watching," Hendricks said

about three weeks ago, after
taking his customary daily
drive around a selected part
of the county to check for
such activity. "I found two
more illegal dumps this
morning. I mean, one day. I
go to Almo area, next day,
maybe I go to the southwest.
"I just want to see what all
may be out there, and I tell
you, I'm finding (that con-

trolling the problem) is hard
to do. That's why we need
help. If people care about it at
all, if they see someone doing
something illegal, just call
911 and get the sheriff's
office out there. Then they
can charge them and that
might have a lasting impact."
0- See DUMPING Page 2
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Backer case continued until February
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
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The case of a Puryear, Tennessee man facing a murder
charge in the death of a Murray man in August was continued
Monday.
Calloway Assistant Commonwealth Attorney Cirris Hatfield
told Calloway Circuit Judge James T. Jameson in open court
that the continuance was being requested as she and Backer's
counsel, Cheri Riedel, were working closely on the case withe
the belief that, if given time, a conclusion possibly could be
reached. Jameson granted the motion and set Backer's next
appearance for 1 p.m. on Feb. 5,2016.
Backer, 28, is accused of causing the death of Wallace
"Eddie" Key,61,of Murray. Key was discovered inside a unit
)1. See BACKER Page 5

Backer

Photo provided
MAIN STREET WINDOW CONTEST: Good Thing
Consignment won the 2015 Murray Main Street downtown
window decoration contest. See the second and third-place
winners on Page 5.
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Calloway burglary may be part of large Graves case •DUMPING...
Staff Report
A burglary reported sometime
between late November and
early December in Calloway
County may be linked to a large
stolen property ring in neighboring Graves County.
Calloway County Sheriff's
Office Chief Deputy Nicky
Knight said Monday that he
took a report for a burglary at a
residence
along
Baker
Crossroads in southwestern
Calloway County a few days
ago and that property from that

residence was recovered as part Graves County said that they
of the ring that Graves County found that they had items in
Sheriff's Office personnel their possession. We haven't
appear to have stopped.
had any charges made against
Several arrests related to the them here in Calloway County
ring were reported by area because we're still trying to
media last week. Knight said the prove that they actually stole
Baker Crosroads theft may be those things here," Knight said,
joined by a second reported adding that the Calloway thefts
theft that was "a rock's throw do remain under investigation.
away" from the site of the first "I do feel like they probably are
theft.
connnected."
"They're all charged with
Individuals facing charges are
receiving
stolen
property, presumed innocent until proven
because deptuties over in guilty in a court of law.•

ADAM H. EDELEN
AUDITOR OF PUBLIC ACCOUNTS
The Honorable Larry Elkins, Calloway County Judge/Executive
The Honorable William Marcum, Former Calloway County Sheriff
The Honorable Sam Steger, Calloway County Sheriff
Members of the Calloway County Fiscal Court
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Report on the Financial Statement
We have audited the accompanying statement of receipts, disbursements, and excess fees - regulatory
is of the former County
Sheriff of Calloway County, Kentucky,for the period January 01,2014 through January 04,2015, and the related notes to the financial
statement
Management's Responsibility for the Financial Statement
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of this financial statement in accordance with accounting practices
prescribed or permitted by the laws of Kentucky to demonstrate compliance with the Commonwealth of Kentucky's regulatory basis of
accounting as descnbed in Note 1 Management is also responsible for the design, implementation. and maintenance of internal control
relevant to the preparation and fair presentation of a financial statement that is free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or
error.
Auditor's Responsibility
S. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the financtal statement basal on our audit. We conducted our audit in accordance with
N
auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America,the standards applicable to financial audits contained in rrovemmra Auditing Standards issued by the Comptroller General of the United States, and the AlailLiilUdraULUISSIPLECILMS2111 issued
,by the Auditor of Public Accounts,Ctimmonwealth of Kentucky. Those standards require that we plan and preform the audit to obtain
Ts:reasonable assurance about whether the financial statement is free from material misstatement.
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosurea in the financial statement. The
procedures selected depend on the auditor's Judgment, including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the financial
, statement. whether due to hand or error. In making those mit assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant to the entity's
; preparation and fair presentation of the financial statement in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances.
' but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion of the effectiveness of the entity's internal control. Accordingly, we express no such
. opinion. An audit also includes evaltatting the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of significant accounting estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial statement. We believe that the audit
"evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our audit options
sBasis for Adverse Opinion on US.Generally Accepted Accounting Principles
As described in Note 1 of the financial statement, the financial statement is prepared by the County Sheriff on the basis of the accounting
practices prescribed or permitted by the laws of Kentucky to demonstrate compliance with the Commonwealth of Kentucky's regulatory
basis of accounting, which is a basis of accounting other than accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America
The effects on the financial statement of the variances between the regulatory basis of accounting described I. Note 1 and accounting
principles generally accepted in the United States of America,although not reasonably determinable, are presumed lobe material.
Adverse Opinion on US.Generally Accepted Accounting Principles
In our opinion, because of the signilicithee of the matter discussed in the Basis for Adverse °pities on US. Generally Accepted Accounting Principles paragraph, the fiaanr,dal statement referred to above does not present fairly, in accordance with accounting principles
generally accepted in the United .State of America, the financial position of each fund of the former County Sheriff as of January 04,
2015. or changes in financial position or cash flows thereof for the year then ended.
Opinion on Regulatory Basis of Accounting
In our opinion, the financial statement referred to above presents fairly. in all material respects, the receipts,disbursements, and excess
fees of the former County Sheriff for the period January 01,2014, in accordance with the basis of acodusting practices prescribed or
6 permitted by the Commonwealth of Kentucky as described in Not through January 04,2015.ia accordance with the bests of accounting
;practices prescribed or permitted by the Commonwealth of Kentucky as described in Note 1.
:Other Reporting Required by Government Auditing Standards
Win accordance with.ficurispgigAucliting_Sianslards. we have also issued our report dated Septiensber 15,2015 on as consideration
• of the former Calloway Coithty Sheriff's internal control over financial reporting and on our tests of its compliance with certain pro'visions of laws, regulatio, contracts and grant agreements, and other matters. The purpose Of that report is to describe the scope of
our testing of internal control over financial repotting and compliance and the results of that testing. and not to provide an *nice on
the effectiveness of the former Calloway County Shenff's internal control over financial reporting or on compliance. This report is an
integral part of an audit performed in accordance with Government Auditing
in considering the entity's internal control over
&Lancia/ reporting and compliance.
Based on the results of our audit, we have presented the accompanying comments arid recommendations, included herein, which dis-cusses the following report comments:
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From Front

For starters, Hendricks says
dumped materials, such as
pieces of furniture just discarded along the side of a county
road is unsightly and makes the
county look less desirable.
However, as was discovered
this summer, some of the materials that are being flung into
the county's woodlands and
streams can become hazardous
to the environment.
At a dump site discovered on
Martin Chapel Road, Hendricks
and others found materials
actually floating in Clark's
River. Thankfully, he said that
did not result in the recovery of
harmful substances or chemicals, but that easily could have
been the case."
Another problem Hendricks
has noticed recently is the number of deer carcasses being left
on the sides of county roads. On
the same day he had been
scouting the outer areas of the
county for dumps, he said he
cdounted 22 total carcasses.
"Some folks just drive out
into the country and dump it
after they're through with it. Or,
sometimes we have folks who
have hunted and, once they've
(harvested whatever meat they
keep), they'll just leave it and
decide not to take it home.
There's no need for that,"
Hendricks said, noting that this
can have negative impacts,
including attract predators,
such as coyotes.
Hendricks did note some victories in this battle, namely the
cleanup of a major dump site
along Pottertown Road near
Panorama Shores. That site also
included several dilapidated
houses that have all been razed
and the debris removed,as well
as the various discarded items
that have formed the dump site.
"They're all gone. It's all
been cleaned up and now
they're developing it. They're
building something down there
now that's going to be real
nice," he said, adding that
another Pottertown Road dump
site nearby is being targeted.
"We've applied for a grant to
take that one on. The biggest
thing with that one is that it has
about 3,500 old tires and that's
one where you do need some
help to get of those out of
there."•

LIVE UNITED!

2014-001 The Former Calloway County Sheriff Had $123 Of Disallowed Disbursements
2014-002 The Former Sheriff Overspent His Approved Budget
2014-003 The Former Sheriff Overspent The Maximum Salary Limitation Fixed By Fiscal Court
2014-004 The Former Calloway County Sheriff's Office Lacked Adequate Segregation of Duties

September 15,2015
State law requires the Auditor of Public Accounts to annually audit fiscal courts, county clerks, and sheriffs, and print the results in a
newspaper having general circulation in the county. The complete audit and any other audit of state agencies,fiscal courts,county clerks,
sheriffs, and property valuation administrators may be viewed in the reports section of the Auditor of Public Accounts' website at www,
auditor.* gox or upon request by calling 1-800-247-9126.
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Please support
the United Way of
Murray-Calloway
County
Your Gift Matters!
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Daly Forecast
The Ilalbonai Weather SWAIM
Today: Sunny, with a high
near 61. Calm wind becoming south southeast around
6 mph in the afternoon.
clear,
Tonight: Mostly
with a low around 44. South
wind 5 to 7 mph.
Wednesday: A 30 percent chance of showers.
Mostly cloudy, with a high
near 61. South southwest
wind 6 to 8 mph.
Wednesday Night: A 30
percent chance of showers.
Mostly cloudy, with a low
around 35. Light and variable wind becoming northwest around 6 mph in the
evening.
Thursday: Sunny, with a
high near 47. Northwest

•OBAMA...
From Front
something is working or not,
and its obvious that the president's current strategy isn't
working," House Majority
Leader Kevin McCarthy, RCalif., said in a statement
released Monday. "Far from
being contained — much less
defeated — ISIS has now
extended the reach of its terror
farther than ever before." ISIS is
another acronym for the group.
Obama is also hoping to draw
a contrast with Donald Trump
and his inflammatory remarks
about Muslims, which the
Obama adminis
endangers t
'*0*"11"
tY.
"Terrorisitt MfetTAL are trying
to divide us along lines of religion and background," Obama
said in his weekly address.
"That's how they stoke fear.
That's how they recruit."
This week, he said, "we'll
move forward on all fronts."
After a series of setbacks, the
U.S. and its coalition partners
have claimed progress recently
in wresting back territory from
IS and eliminating some of its
key leaders in Syria and Iraq.
The military has said hundreds
of U.S airstrikes in recent days
dealt a major blow to IS ranks in
the western Iraqi city of
Ramadi, which IS seized in
May.
But progress in Ramadi, as
elsewhere, has been slow, leading to calls in the U.S. and
abroad for a tougher U.S.
response. Obama has authorized
sending small numbers of U.S.
special forces to Iraq and Syria,
but has insisted he won't budge
from his determination not to
send in major U.S. ground

THAT'S MY SANTA...
a
•

DemiM wilkv
Join me when I arrive this year at The Murray
Bank for their annual Holiday Open House on
Friday, December 18. Refreshments will be
served from 10 am to 5:30 pm, and I will arrive at
Main Office at 3:30 pm to visit and take FREE
pictures with kids of all ages.
See you soon!

4

wind around 6 mph.
Thursday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around 29
West northwest wind around
5 mph becoming calm in the
evening.
Friday: Sunny, with a high
near 44. Light west wind
increasing to 5 to 10 mph in
the morning.
Friday Night: Clear, with a
low around 27. West southwest wind 3 to 6 mph.
Saturday: Sunny, with a
high near 47. Light and variable wind becoming west
southwest around 6 mph in
the morning.
Saturday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around 32.
South wind around 6 mph.
Sunday: Mostly sunny,
with a high near 54. South
wind 6 to 9 mph.
Night: Partly
Sunday
cloudy, with a low around 40.
South wind 8 to 10 mph.
Monday: A chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Mostly cloudy, with a high
near 56. South wind 10 to 13
mph.

94ea

THAT'S MY BANK!

forces.

The president said Monday
the U.S. would continue to urge
coalition allies to contribute
more to the fight. Defense
Secretary Ash Carter planned to
leave for the Middle East on
Monday to ask allies there to
step up. Obama said.
The public relations campaign, one week before
Christmas, comes as the public
is jittery about the specter of
extremism after deadly attacks
in California and Paris. Seven in
10 Americans rate the risk of an
attack in the U.S. as at least
somewhat high, according to an
Associated Pres
poll — a
sharp increase .,it the 5 in 10
who said that in
U.S. officials have insisted
there are no specific, credible
threats to the United States. But
the apparent lack of warning
before San Bernardino has
raised concerns about whether
the U.S. has a handle on potential attacks, especially during
high-profile times such as the
end-of-year holidays.
At
National
the
Counterterrorism Center, which
analyzes intelligence at its facility in suburban Virginia. Obama
planned to address reporters
Thursday after a briefing by
intelligence and security agencies on threat assessments.
Obama receives a similar briefing each year before the holidays.
Concerns about extremism
emanating from the Middle East
have taken center stage in the
presidential
race.
Hillary
Clinton, the leading Democratic
candidate, planned a speech in
Minnesota on Tuesday to present a plan for protecting the U.S.
homeland.
Obama has tried to use his
bully pulpit as a counterpoint to
Trump and his widely condemned' proposal to bar
Muslims from entering the U.S.
The White House scheduled a
conference call Monday with
religious leaders about ways to
fight discrimination and promote religious tolerance.
Aiming to put a human face
on the Syrian refugee issue.
Obama is to speak Tuesday at
the National Archives Museum
where 31 immigrants from Iraq
Ethiopia, Uganda and 23 other
nations will be sworn in as U.S.
citizens. Obama planned to use
that occasion to reframe the
national conversation about
immigrants around the country's
founding values of tolerance
and freedom.•

NEIL NEVER LET YOU SORROw IT,
YOU KNOW. TNE 51.E 644 JUST
WASN'T SUILT FOR AERIAL COMSAT.
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Preschool exploration of 2D, 3D art font's
Special to the Ledger
On Dec. 2nd, children's artwork
from
the
Murray
Preschool and Head Start and
the Ruby Simpson Child
Development Center was put on
display in Waterfield Library.
The artwork features both paintings and sculptures created by
children age 3 to 5.
Each piece includes a title and
description dictated by each
child. The titles and descriptions
are quite creative and range
from the minimalistic to the
complex.
After a teacher took initial
dictation from students during
their work, they were read back
to the children and amended
upon during the painting
process. The dictations were
read back a third time and
changed if the child wanted it
changed
For example, Nicholas, age 4,
titled his painting, "'N.' Just 'N'"
and Lisa, also 4, described her
wolf sculpture. with the following description: "My wolf is
nice and friendly and he loves
pigs. He only eats seaweed. He
loves to tap dance and sings.
He's a good boy. He has a pullup on."
Having the artwork on display
in Waterfield Library gives
Murray State University students, specifically those in the
field of early education, a
chance to see the type of work
that young children can create
and to see what media works
well for different projects.
The children enjoyed the initial process of putting the pieces

Connecting with another era
Geoff Baggett, President of
the Col. Stephen Trigg chapter of Sons of the American
Revolution, visited North
Calloway Elementary fifth
grade classes to speak to
the students about the Battle
of Blue Licks and the
Revolutionary War. All fifth
graders researched the
Battle of Blue Licks and created a poster. The posters
were entered into North
Calloway's Battle of Blue
Ucks poster contest. The
Grand Prize winner was
Elizabeth Morrow. First
place winners included: Tori
Gross, Hannah Nix,
Emerson Grogan and Emma
Boike.

Photo provided
Students in Susan Crawford's afternoon class at the Ruby
Simpson Child Development Center at Murray State
University. In the back row, standing, is Townes Morris,
Braden Colley, Ephraim Mathis, Logan Mitchum, Mason
Tabullo, America Gonzales and Mar'Shia' Triplet. Seated,
from left to right, is Oliver Morales-Volp, Melissa Smith, lzabel
Franklin, Da'Melia Pollion, Olivia Sibert, Navy Kendall and
Nicholas Bakes. The students are pictured with their teacher,
Susan Crawford. Philip Siblo-Landsman at Waterfield put the
exhibit together.
together, and painting their mixture of watercolor, construcsculptures with concentrated tion paper, marble painting and
watercolors. The watercolors sparkles came out great.
soaked into the air dry clay to
On Dec. 3rd, the children,
create some rich colors different along with some of their parents
from tempera paints used at the who work at Murray State, got
to see the work on display.
easel.
One of the things that the stu- Many of them were excited and
dents and teachers at the Ruby photographs were taken, which
Simpson Child Development can be found on the Murray
University Libraries
Center learned with this project State
page
was that air-dry Crayola clay Facebook
does not work well for this kind (http://on.fb.me/lNv4F61).
of project: as the clay dried, it Visitors are encouraged to see
became fragile, and fell apart the display in person. The diswhen the children tried to add play, which is next to the New
yarn, feathers, googly eyes, etc. Book Shelf in Waterfield
Library, will be up until the end
to their sculptures.
The paintings, which use a of January 2016.

Photo provided

Photo provided

Spreading holiday
cheer
The Calloway County High
School Beta Club decorated
doors and played Bingo
with the residents at
Brookdale Senior Assisted
Living Center and then collected cans and monetary
donations at the Festival of
Lights in the MurrayCalloway County Central
Park last Saturday. Pictured
with a Brookdale resident
are CCHS students Madison
Jeziorski, Bobbi Brashear
and Halee Bergman.

Season of Wonder
The Murray Elementary School chorus performed at the Murray Independent School District
Winter Choral Concert, held at Murray's Presbyterian Church. MES third grade Students
pictured aee perforMfng "SnowbIt Snowman." During the evening musical performances
were combined with Murray High School, Murray Middle School and Murray Elementary
School. The group concluded the evening with the whole combined choir (grades 3-12)
singing "Season of Wonder." Pictured with the group is the MES choir director, Kim Black.

Calloway Academic Team wins eighth
championship at Academic Showcase
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Savannah Grogan
Twelfth Grade
Murray High

Hhoto provided

The sixth-grade Laker Academic Team attending the Academic Showcase were, front (left to
right): Chloe Hutson, Chaney Robinson, Josie Verive, Jayne Bishop, Xavier Payton, Laken
McDaniel; second row: Abigail Tabers, Tanner Crouch, Gage Bazzell, Ashleigh Caldwell,
Sunny Clark, Jayden Morris, Coach Heather Duffy; third row: Coach Claire Umstead, Coach
Dan Thompson, Coach Mitch Hultman and Coach Scott Pile.
Special to the Ledger
Recently, the sixth-grade
Laker Academic Team brought
home their 8th championship in
the past nice years at ,the
Academic Showcase. The event
was sponsored by the Kentucky
Academic
of
Association
Competition and was hosted by
Graves Central Elementary, as it
consisted of six other teams
from around the region.
After a long day of competition, the Lakers posted a team
score of 88.5 points, while
North Marshall finished in second place with 43.5 points. The
leaders were followed by
Lowes,Central,Fancy Farm and
Farmington Elementary.
In the written assessments, the
Lakers placed in every competi-

tion. In Science, the Lakers
claimed three spots as Sunny
Clark finished in first place, followed by Jayden Morris in third
place and Jayne Bishop in fourth
place. The trend continued in
Fine Arts as Sunny Clark was
named champion, followed by
Jayne Bishop in second place
and Chloe Hutson in fourth
place.
The Lakers also claimed three
top finishes in .Language Arts
where Josie Verive was named
champion, followed by Abigail
Tabers in second place and
Laken McDaniel in fifth place.
The area of Mathematics had
Ashleigh Caldwell claiming second place with Tanner Crouch
finishing in third place.
In Social Studies, the Lakers

had Jayden Morris claim the
championship with Xavier
Payton and Kevin Dawson tying
for third place. The Lakers also
placed Julia Foster in fourth
place in the area of written cornposition. In addition, the Quick
Recall team won the championship after going undefeated
throughout the tournament. The
Quick Recall team includes
Sunny Clark, Jayne Bishop,
Chaney Robinson, Josie Verive,
Jayden Morris, Xavier Payton,
Gage Bazzell and Ashleigh
Caldwell.
The Laker Team is coached by
Kelly Duncan, Dan Thompson,
Charity Anderson, Jessi Giles,
Abigail Spann, Debbie Drane,
Claire Umstead, Heather Duffy.
Mitch Hultman, and Scott Pile.

am delighted to nominate Savannah Grogan as student ofthe week Savannah is delightful young woman with
unlimited potential. She is a dedicated student,always focused and well-prepared for class. She is a leader in classdiscussions and in group work. She is the vice-president of FBLA, a member of Beta Club, leadership Tomornow:
and the pitcher ofthe MHS softballtearn. Last year, the girls won the All A District and Regional Tournaments and
the District Tournartient They placed*oodinthe Regionals. She is on active member of her church youth group,
and has mode impressive scores onl'he ACT. Both teachers and students admire her because of her compassion
and kindness toward others.
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MAG to host craft studio
Murray Art Guild CRAFTER HOURS studio
will be Thursday, Dec. 17 from 6-8 p.m. which
will feature small block printing, holiday tap
and cards. Basic printing techniques will be
introduced. No experience is necessary. Contact
MAO at 270-753-4059 to register.

American Legion to meet
The American Legion Post #73 will meet
Datebook Thursday, Dec. 17 at the Legion Veterans' Hall,
Martha
310 Bee Creek Drive. Food will be served at
Finney Andrus, 6:30 pm. and the business meeting will start at
Community
7 p.m.This meeting is one week earlier than noreditor
mal due to Christmas. In addition, the annual
Christmas Party will be at 6 p.m. on Saturday,
Dec. 19. All veterans are invited to attend. For questions, call Post
Commander Mike Nutter at 270-293-3642.

CC schools' draft calendars available
The 2016-17 draft calendars have been posted on the Calloway
County schools website, www.calloway.k12.ky.us. Click "district
calendar" in the left navigation bar and a survey link has been posted
on the district calendar page. All parents and staff are asked to please
take the survey. It will remain open until Thursday, Dec. 31.

4-H North Stars to meet Thursday
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4-H North Stars will meet Thursday, Dec. 17, after school until
4:30 p.m., in Lynsey Smith's mom.
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Caregivers Day Out planned
Photo provided
*VC ALPHA DEPT.: The Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's Club visited Adsmore in Princeton on Saturday, Nov.
1. Pictured, from left, are Brenda Call, Marcie Johnson, Luna Greer, Kathy Jo Stubblefield, Donna Herndon, Cindy Graves,
Sue Smith, Kitty Gray and Wanda Johnson. II

Brookdale Murray is hosting 'Caregivers Day Out'on Wednesday,
Dec. 16 and Thursday, Dec. 17 to give caregivers a break during the
holidays. Preregistration is required. To register or for more information call 270-759-1555.

CCHS Harbour Youth Center to meet
The Harbour Youth Service Center at Calloway County High
School will have its Advisory Council meeting on Wednesday, Dec.
16, at 3:15 p.m. at The Harbour.

Eagle Watch Weekends offered at
Kentucky State Parks in Jan. and Feb.
Special to the Ledger
A unique Kentucky State Park tradition — Eagle Watch Weekends
L
-,r will be offered once again in January and February 2016.
:., The park system will sponsor this wildlife-watching opportunity
iis bald eagles gather around the major lakes of western Kentucky
'Cooking for food. The park tours allow guests to observe and learn
about these beautiful birds of prey.
For four decades, the Kentucky State Parks have offered Eagle
a challiplg, yotw the eagles from land andiyaqi
r.4-4
inAbout
the naticipal swivel and other wildlife.
tiar
The tours take place at4hfee state resort parks during weekends illi
uary and February on an excursion yacht and by van. They are
d by state park naturalists and staff from the Department of Fish
lind Wildlife Resources.
; Again this year there will be two field trip cruises for students on
Friday, Jan. 29 for $15 a student. For reservations for the school
cruises, which will leave from Kenlake State Resort Park, contact
Lisa Deavers at 502-564-8110, ext. 246, or email
list.deavers@ky.gov. There will also be a luncheon cruise on
Saturday, Jan. 30 for $65 a person. For reservations, call 800-3250143.
Ticket prices for the weekend tours range from $25 to $50 a person. Most tours last from three to three and one-half hours. The

hyle ekends,
r
I

MWC Home Department will meet

weekend tours include evening programs on Friday and Saturday.
The parks, phone numbers and dates for the 2016 Eagle Watch
Weekends are:
• Kentucky Darn Village State Resort Park (800-325-0146): Jan. 910. Yacht tours and van tours to the Ballard Wildlife Management
Area.
• Lake Barkley State Resort Park (800-325-1708): Jan. 23-24.
Yacht tours and van tours to the Land Between the Lakes.
• Kenlake State Resort Park (800-32570143): Jan. 30 brunch
cruise; Feb. 6-7 yacht tours only.
Guests should bring warm clothes, rain gear and binoculars. These
trips can take place under extreme weather conditions. The resorts
offer lodges, cottages and restaurants. Registration is required for
the Eagle Watch Weekends. Call the parks for registration, details
and fee information or visit www.parks.ky.gov.
The Eagle Watch Weekends at Kentucky Dam Village, Lake
Barkley and Kenlake will include an option to view eagles from the
CQ Princess, a 96-foot yacht. Guests can view eagles from inside
the CQ Princess or from outside decks.
Any group or organization interested in a special cruise on the CQ
Princess should call Tammy Nanney at Kenlake State Resort Park at
1-800-325-0143. II

The Home Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Thursday, Nov. 17, at 11 am. at Tom's Grille. There will be a
Christmas party and ornament exchange. Members should bring
toys. The hostess is Judy Stahler.

Main Street Center to host program
Murray Main Street Youth Center, 513 South Fourth Street, will
host its second annual community Christmas program on Sunday,
Dec. 20,at Spin. All children are welcome to participate. For more
inforrriation, contact Rosa Hudspeth at 270-227-4852 or Charde
Hudspeth at charde.hudspeth@gmail.com.

4-H International Foods to meet
4-H International Foods will meet Wednesday,Dec. 16 from 3:305 p.m. at West KY Mentonng. At each meeting the youth make dishes from a country,learn of their culture and language and enjoy pictures, music and games. Often experts from that country give personal tours and stories of their homeland. Myrna Vazquez and Kathy
Timmons are the leaders.

ALS fundraiser cookbook available
"Cook Up a Cure" is an ALS fundraising cookbook with over 400
recipes from family and friends of Team Brad. All proceeds go to
support the Kentucky ALS Association. The cost is $15 and may be
purchased
by
contacting
De Ann
Barnett
at
DeAnn@ThomtonMarble.com or the books are available at the
Medical Arts Pharmacy.

Quilt Lovers meeting planned
The Quilt Lovers quilting group will meet Thursday, Dec. 17 at 6
p.m. in the Senior Citizens Center at the Weaks Community Center.
MI quilters are welcome.

Need Line to distribute Christmas Food Boxes
Special to the Ledger
Registration for the Christmas Food Box from Need Line will be
Tuesday, Dec. 22,for those whose last name starts with A-M and on
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Wednesday, Dec. 23, for those whose last name starts with N-Z,
from 10:30 a.m. until 4 p.m. each day at the Need Line office, 509
North Eighth Street. •
All families and individuals registering for the food box must
bring proof of income for all adults in the home and proof of residency,such as an electric bill with the person's name and address on
the bill. A short application will be required. Once this is completed
and eligibility is verified, a Christmas Food Box will be provided.
To apply for a Need Line Christmas Food Box you must be a resident of Murray or Calloway County and meet income guidelines.
For information, call Need Line at 270-753-6333.
No other Need Line business will be conducted during the distribution of the Christmas Food Boxes on Dec. 22 and 23.•

'i
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Need Line items needed
Food items still needed to complete 600 Christmas Food Bates are
cans of sweet potatoes, containers of cake frosting, eggs and packs
of butter or margarine. Need Line is located at 509 North Eighth
Street and is open from 10 am. until 4 p.m. Monday through Friday.
For more information, call 270-753-6333.

West Ky Mentoring needs cartridges
West KY Mentoring needs your used ink jet/laser cartridges. They
recycle them and use the money to provide activities for the children
and mentors in their program. Call 270-761-5744 for information.

5th & Main • 270-753-1622
His: Mon.-Thur. 9:30 am-5 pm •Sat. 10 am-5 pm

ri‘;11 i.i

Cemetery donations needed
The Lone Oak Cemetery,east of Murray on Faxon Road,is in need
of donations for the upkeep of the cemetery. Mail donations to Mike
Vance, 5048 Faxon Road, Murray, KY 42071.
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Kenruch Certified Nursery Professionals'

270-753-9959
Monday-Friday 9am-5pm
Open Saturday 9am-3pm through Christmas

a,

Open Moo.- Sat. 9-5 San. 1-5

KJ HWY.270-7534725
60 N. MURRAY

Western Kentucky Chapter
serving Calloway County
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Gerald Michael "Jeer? Lorenz
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ques will be
wary. Contact

Gerald Michael "Jerry" Lorenz,60,of Murray,Kentucky,died on
Saturday, Dec. 12, 2015 at Baptist Health Paducah in Paducah,
Kentucky.
Mr.Lorenz was born in Appleton, Wisconsin,on Oct. 26, 1955 to
Elton Lorenz and the late Doris Mary Werner Lorenz.
He was a truck driver for 45 years and was currently employed by
USF Holland Trucking in Nashville, Tennessee. He was a very
loyal and enthusiastic Green Bay Packers fan.
Mr. Lorenz is survived by his wife Lisa Rossi; his beloved dog,
Scout R.; his father, Elton Lorenz; three daughters,Jill, Jocelyn and
Julia; four stepchildren, Michael, Heather, Allison and Kate; five
sisters, Pat and husband Lloyd, Kathy and husband Ron, Debbie
and husband Gary, Sandy and husband Joe and Chris and husband
Vern; three brothers, Denny and wife Sally, Gordy and wife Diana
and Harry and wife Tammy; nine grandchildren; father-in-law and
mother-in-law, Joe and Marilyn Rossi; and brothers-in-law and sisters-in-law, Kim and Mike, Angie and Matt and Joe and Jennifer.
A memorial service will be at 3 p.m. Thursday, Dec. 17, 2015 at
the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with Jim Stahler officiating.
Visitation will be from 2 pm. until service hour on Thursday, Dec.
17,2015 at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Murray-Calloway
County Need Line, 509 N. Eighth Street, Murray, KY 42071,
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.M
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From Front
who had an accident and ended
up losing an eye, on Christmas
Eve.
"We were staying with one of
my 'aunts (while my parents
were at the hospital with my
baby sister) when three men
with three big crates of food and
toys came to the door," she said.
"They were from the Lions
Club. There is a special place in
my heart for the Lions Club."
She said that when her parents
and sister had to stay in
Memphis at the hospital while
she recovered, the Lions Club
helped them.
Sue Campbell recalled a special Christmas when Santa
brought her the bicycle she had
been wanting.
"When I was'10 or I.
wanted a biocle for Christmas.
On Christmas Day,I ran out and
was riding it when I fell down,"
she said.
"I cried and cried because I

had tore my bicycle up. My parents said 'don't cry, we'll get
you another one.' I told them not
to, I wanted a puppy instead!"
Martha Underhill shared a
Advent tradition she passed
down to her daughter.
"We took paper and colored it
and made a chain out of the
paper. Every day, we would take
a loop off, like an Advent calendar, to mark the days to
Christmas," she said. "Today,
she does that with her children."
The group tossed around the
different types of foods they
would be allowed to eat during
the Christmas season. Some of
the foods included candy, real
coconuts, nuts of all different
types and coconut cake.
For more information about
Murrax Callot,ay. County
geniot- Citiieiti
'
l -tvattr, visit
www.murrayseniottentenorg or
call 270-753-0929. The center is
located at 607 Poplar St.,
Murray.•

NASA accepts applications
for astronauts through Feb. 18
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.
(AP) - Need more office
space? How about outer space?
NASA opened its astronautapplication website Monday. It's
accepting applications through
Feb. 18.
Contenders need to be U.S.
citizens with a bachelor's degree
in science, math or engineering.
Expect intense competition:
More than 6,000 applied for
NASA's last astronaut class in
2013, with only eight picked.
It's an elite club, numbering
only in the 300s since ihe original Mercury 7 chosen 'in 1959.
Future astronauts will have
four spacecraft at their disposal:
the International Space Station,
two commercial crdw capsules
to get there, and NASA's Orion

spacecraft for eventual Mars
trips. Pay is between $66,000
and $145,000 a year, and you'll
have to move to Houston.
have
Astronaut
criteria
changed over the years, said
Brian Kelly, director of flight
operations at Johnson Space
Center.
"Some people would be surprised to learn they might have
what it takes," Kelly said in a
statement. "We want and need a
diverse mix of individuals to
ensure we have the best astronaut corps possible."
NASA Administrator Charles
Bolden, a member of the
Astronaut Class of 1980, said
this next group will help "blaze
the trail" to Mars.•
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From Front
at the Live Oak Apartments
complex on Murray's south
side on Aug. 3. Testimony during a preliminary hearing in
Calloway District Court indicates that Key may have actually died as much as a week earlier.
A Calloway County grand
jury issued an indictment
against Backer on Aug. 28,
having found that enough evidence was in place for the case
to move into Calloway Circuit.
Murray police named Backer
as the suspect in the case on the
night of Aug. 3, several hours
after officers discovered Key's
deceased body. Testimony from
the preliminary revealed that,
earlier that day, members of
Key's family had filed a missing persons complaint with
MPD after reporting that they
had not heard from him in several days; this followed a welfare check on Aug. 1 in which
MPD reported that Backer had
answered the door but said he
had not seen Key.
The following night, a vehicle MPD had described in an
Aug. 3 alert was spotted by a
Henry County (Tennessee)
Sheriff's Office deputy,leading
to him stopping the vehicle
with assistance from other
and
Paris
Henry
units
units.
(Tennessee) police

Backer was identified as the
driver and plated to custody.
At that time, Backer only
faced tampering with physical
evidence charges, but those
were joined by the murder
charge shortly thereafter.
Backer eventually was extradited back to Murray, where he
remains incarcerated in the
Calloway County Jail on a
$500.000 cash bond issued by
Judge
Calloway
District
Randall Hutchens after Backer
was brought back to Murray.
The
tampering
charge
remains part ofthe case.
Jameson is able to hear this
case because it developed after
he had left the local
Department
of
Public
Advocacy office in order to
concentrate on his candidacy
for the Circuit position, which
became open after longtime
Judge Dennis Foust retired
from the seat in July. Foust,
who oversaw Backer's first
appearances in the case once it
reached Calloway Circuit, is
continuing to hear cases in
Calloway Circuit because many
cases were developing in the
time Jameson was still with
DPA, meaning he is conflicted
with those cases and cannot be
associated with them.
Individuals facing charges are
presumed innocent until proven
guilty.•

Gov. Bevin appoints
Glasgow man to cabinet
FRANKFORT(AP)- Governor Matt Bevin today announced the
appointment of David A. Dickerson of Glasgow as Secretary of the
Public Protection Cabinet. Dickerson served as Barren County
Judge-Executive from 1994-1999.
"David has the character and commitment I am looking for as I
continue to fill key positions in this administration," said Gov.
Bevin."He is a proven business leader and a trusted friend. He will
be a great leader in Public Protection."
"I am very excited and honored to serve Kentucky as a part of this
administration," Dickerson said.
In 1971,just out of Glasgow High School, Dickerson began working in his family business, where he began as a laborer in the timber-cutting crew and learned the business from the ground up.
Dickerson most recently served as Corporate Officer for
Dickerson Lumber Company - his family business - where he comanaged day-to-day operations.
Dickerson is a graduate of Western Kentucky University. He has
two children and two grandchildren.•
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FUNERAL NOTICE
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home
Catherine Rowlett Jones,82
Funeral service will be at 11 am.Tuesday, Dec. 15,2015 at the
funeral home. Burial will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Linda B. Jones,64
Funeral service will be at 11 am.Tuesday, Dec. l5,2015 at the
funeral home. Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery.

Photos provided

MAIN STREET 2ND AND 3RD PLACE WINDOM
Shown are the second and third-place finishers for the 2015
Murray Main Street downtown window decorating contes
Shown are (top) The Cake Lady, second place, and (bottom
Rudy's, third place.

Town Crier
NOTICE
• The City of Murray's Planning Commission will meet today
at 5 p.m. in council chambers in City Hall. A final plat review
for Deerfield Estates Subdivision will be reviewed.
• Murray Calloway County Hospital's Investment Committee
will meet at 7:30 a.m. Dec. 16 in the board room. Agenda
items include an economic update and a report on the portfolio
performance.
• The City of Murray's Board of Zoning Adjustments will
meet at 4:30 p.m. Dec. 16 in council chambers in City Hall. A
public hearing will be held for a conditional use permit to allow
for outdoor storage at 317 Chestnut. Also, the board will hear
dimensional variance requests for additional signage at 900
N. 12th St.; for additional wall signage at 2052 U.S. Hwy. 641
North; and to allow placement of a boat in a portion of a front
yard at 409 S. 8th St.
• To report a Town Crier item call 753-1916.
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Insufficient funds to host unaccompanied children
by SETI1 R0111111N11
Associated Press

municating with members of
Congress to take all the neces-

Premixed the agency to ePee
two shelters in Texas and one in
sary steps to "make sure that California.
SAN ANTONIO (AP) — we're prepared," and that the letBurwell says in her letter that
After a spike in the number of ter doesn't demand funds "it's impossible to know
unaccompanied minors crossing beyond the president's budget whether these trends will conthe U.S.-Mexico border illegally request.
tinue."
in the past two months, a top
The administration is hoping
Border crossings have not
health official has voiced to avoid a repeat of the crisis it reached the levels of summer
renewed concern that too little saw in the summer of 2014, last. year, when more than
money will be available to when tens of thousands of chil- 101)00 children arrived in the
house the children, risking dren and families poured over United States that June alone.
another border crisis, according the southwest border. Border
By law, unaccompanied child
to a letter obtained by The Patrol holding areas became migrants from countries that
Associated Press.
overcrowded, with children don't border the United States
In the letter, Sylvia Burwell, sleeping on concrete floors cov- must be handed over to the
the secretary of Health and ered by aluminum foil-like blan- Department of Health and
Human Services, tells members kets. The surge in children arriv- Human Services within 72
of the U.S. House of ing without parents over- hours of being detained. The
Representatives Appropriations whelmed the U.S. government government is responsible for
Committee that even with and the White House labelled it caring for the children until they
increased contingency funding "a humanitarian crisis."
are united with a relative or
requested by the president, the
A total of 10,588 unaccompa- sponsor in the US. and immiagency still fades a shortage that nied children crossed the U.S.- gration courts can rule on their
could lead to "the situation we
faced in (2014) when children
were left at the border for unacceptable periods of time."
Agency spokesman Mark
Weber said the secretary is corn-

Mexico border in October and
November, compared with
5,129 who crossed during the
same two months last year,
according to the U.S. Border
Patrol. The uptick has already
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Not only has the number of
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unaccompanied minors doubled, but the number of family
members crossing together has
nearly tripled from the same
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Deicia Lopez/The Monitor via AP

In this Nov. 16, 2015, aerial file photo, a U.S. border patrol vehicle appears near the border
wall near Abram, Texas, from a U.S. Customs and Border Protection helicopter. Nearly 5,000
unaccompanied immigrant children were caught illegally crossing the U.S. border with Mexico
In October, almost double the number from October 2014, according to U.S. Customs and
Border Protection data. Also, in the figures released Tuesday, the number of family members
crossing together nearly tripled from October 2014 — from 2,162 to 6,029.
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time last year, to 12,505 during
the pist two months. Adult male
immigrants are usually sent to
detention centers, and families,
the majority women with children, are usually sent to detention centers, though detention
times have become shorter since
a federal judge's ruling that children can only be detained in
these facilities for a matter of
weeks at most.

Experts say increasing gang
violence in Central America is
pushing people to flee. The tiny
country of El Salvador has seen
its homicide rate skyrocket to
levels not seen since the country's civil war,and violence continues to plague Honduras and
Guatemala. The increase in
migration is worrisome, they
say, because it comes at a time
of year when the cold usually

keeps people away.
Though Mexico has cracked
down on migrants within its
borders and returned a large
number to their home countries,
experts say smugglers are finding new ways around checkpoints and have established new
networks of bribes that allow
them to get migrants to the U.S.
border.•

Prince Harry sees mother's
legacy on visit to HIV hospital
LONDON(AP) — Prince Harry has followed in
his mother's footsteps by meeting patients and
staff at a hospital for people with HIV.
The prince on Monday visited London's
Mildmay Hospital, previously an AIDS hospice
where Princess Diana met dying patients.
Fundraising director Kerry Reeves-Kneip told
Harry that his mother had visited 17 times before
her death in 1997, helping to break down the stigma surrounding the disease.

She said Diana made three public visits and
more private ones, where she would meet
patients, "take tea and cakes with the staff, and
gossip. She gave a lot of comfort and love to the
people here."
Harry recalled how it had been "a huge deal"
when Diana kissed an AIDS patient at the hospice.
Mildmay now focuses on rehabilitation for people with HIV-related illnesses. IN
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Britain's Prince Harry
meets nursing staff, during his visit to Mildmay
Hospital and charity, to
mark the official opening
of their new purposebuilt
facilities,
in
London, Monday Dec.
14, 2015. Harry toured
the hospital which has
been at the forefront of
specialist HIV care
since 1988 when it
became the first dedicated hospice for people dying of AIDS related illnesses.

Please mail or bring in to the office:
Murray Ledger & Times I PO Box 1040 I Murray, KY 42071

or email mit@murrayledger.com

Fern Terrace....your personal care home...

Health Insurance
Open Enrollment

"—co/tete we wee et& owe joissedett1"

RE

Overwhelmed?
Losing Coverage? Questions?
No extra expense with using an agent.

Call Marilyn or Payton today at 270-753-1199
Providing answers"Or over ;-() vear.

Our resi ents enjoy...,
+ live music
•games
•exercise
+ religious services
•and so much more!!!
1506 etadkign Mr"Dr-•FARM,KY • 270-759-1863• www.famtarraoe.com

Guidance Today for Tomorrow's Needs

518 South 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
1-800-455-4199
www.McConnellInsurance.com
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Spirit of St. Louis replica soars 88 years after Lindbergh
by MICHAEL HILL
Associated Press
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RHINEBECK, N.Y. (AP) —
Charles Lindbergh
would
instantly recognize the plane
with "Spirit of St. Louis" painted on its nose rumbling above
treetops in New York's Hudson
Valley. There's a 9-cylinder
engine similar to the one used in
his historic flight, an identical
cockpit under a 46-foot wing
and a look-alike of his wicker
pilot's seat.
The just-completed doppelganger is the very spirit of the
Spirit of St. Louis. But unlike
the plane Lindbergh flew solo
across the Atlantic in 1927.
there will be no flights to Paris
for this Spirit. It will join other
vintage planes and reproductions that buzz and dive for
weekend crowds at the Old
Rhinebeck Aerodrome, fulfilling decades of planning and toil
at the not-for-profit attraction.
"It's a great feeling of accomplishment and a lot of pride. A
lot of blood, sweat and tears
wtnt into it," Ken Cassens said
as he prepared to fly the plane
this week.
Cassens has spent about 10
years making the plane, working on and off since 1996. It has
required leg work, some scavenging and countless hours of

•
AP Photo/Mike Groll

In this Sunday, Dec. 6, 2015 photo, Ken Cassens pilots a Spirit of St. Louis replica at Old
iRhinebeck Aerodrome in Rhinebeck, N.Y. Cassens has spent years creating a doppelganger
of the plane Charles Lindbergh flew across the Atlantic in 1927 down to every flap and fuel
gauge.

tinkering in a hangar 80 miles
north of New York City. But it's
a job the 71-year-old had been
primed for since he was a boy
reading Lindbergh's memoirs
and building Spirit of St. Louis

models. The retired flight engineer now fixes and flies planes
for the aerodrome.
Cassens inherited the job after
the 1993 death of aerodrome
founder Cole Palen, whose own

Spirit replica plans never got
fully off the ground. With
money tight, he volunteered his
time in the last year. Cassens
said the project honors his old
friend, and he carried Palen's

ATLANTA(AP) — Newell Rubbermaid is buying Jarden Corp. in
a cash-and-stock deal that it says will generate about $16 billion in

revenue per year with brands such as Paper Mate, Sharpie, Elmer's,
Rubbermaid, Lenok, Yankee Candle and Graco.
Jarden shareholders will receive $21 in cash and 0.862 shares of
Newell Rubbermaid stock for each share they own. The implied
total value is $60 per share worth about $132 billion.
The company says that holders of convertible bonds will also
embrace the deal, boosting the price of the overall transaction to
about $15.4 billion.

Newell Rubbeimaid shareholders will own about 55 percent of
the combined business. It said Monday that it expects annual cost
savings of about $500 million over four years. The transaction is
expected to immediately add to earnings per share.
Michael Polk, CEO of Atlanta-based Newell Rubbermaid, will
serve as CEO of a company that will adopt the name Newell
Brands. Mark Tarchetti, chief development officer at Newell
Rubbermaid, will become president.
Three Jarden directors will join the Newell Brands board. They
include Jarden founder and Executive Chairman Martin Franklin

i huge deal"
the hospice.
tion for peo-

the time. The latest figure compares with 80 per---• cent on-time rate for October 2014.
ratings,
had
the
best
Delta, Hawaiian and Alaska
while Spirit was the only airline with an on-time
rating below 80 percent.
Cancellation rates remain low as well. The airlines cancelled 0.5 percent of their flights in
October, second best to the 0.4 percent rate in
September.•

WASHINGTON (AP) — The nation's leading
airlines are posting some of their best-ever numbers for on-time performance in the second half of
2015.
The Transportation Department said Monday
that 87 percent of flights on the leading carriers
arrived on time in October.
That was the third-best month in the 21 years of
comparable records, just ahead of September
2015 when airlines were punctual 86.5 percent of

and Jarden co-founder, Vice Chairman and President Ian Ashken.
The Newell Brands board will include 13 members. Michael
Cowhig, non-executive chairman of Newell Rubbermaid, will continue in that role for the combined business. Jarden is based in Boca
Raton, Florida.
The deal is targeted to close in 2016's second quarter. It still needs
approval from shareholders of both companies.
Shares of Newell Rubbermaid Inc. dropped $4,83, or 10.7 percent. to $40.45 in afternoon trading Monday while Jarden's stock
rose 44 cents to $53.l2.•
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sure the control panel would be
the same as the one Lindbergh
looked at for 33 1/2 hours on his
trans-Atlantic flight. There's
even a small round compact
minor, like the one a woman
provided
to
supposedly
Lindbergh just before take-off
to help him read a compass over
his head.
Still, this Spirit is not exactly
like the original. The fabric skin
stretched on the replica's wings
and back fuselage is Dacron, not
cotton, because it's more
durable and less flammable.
And while Lindbergh packed
his plane with five gas tanks for
his trip, this replica has a single,
55-gallon tank.
The new Spirit will fly for
crowds beginning May 20, the
date Lindbergh started his historic flight. Cassens has taken
the plane up a few times to get a
feel for it before winter sets in.
In the air, he is mostly concerned with technical details,
but he's still cognizant of the
link to his old hero.
"While you're in the flight you
don't really think 'Oh hey,
Lindbergh flew one of these and
this is the Spirit of St. Louis.'
That doesn't go through your
mind right away," he said. "But
after the flight, when you have
time to reflect on all of it, it
comes out." II

Newell Rubbermaid buying Jarden in cash-and-stock deal

Airlines on-time results among the best in 2 decades

)ital

beret and pilot wings in the
cockpit on the replica's maiden
flight.
There has been a small
squadron of Spirit reproductions
made over the decades, and the
original remains prominently
displayed at the Smithsonian
National Air and Space Museum
in Washington. The museum's
chief curator, Peter Jakab, said
the enduring interest in
Lindbergh and his airplane
speaks to the "singular moment"
of the epic 1927 flight.
"It came at a time when there
was great focus on the sort of
the beginnings of aviation really
becoming an industry and
becoming something more pervasive in daily life and in business," Jakab said. "And he had
this great story of this relatively
unknown pilot doing this thing
with minimal resources, on his
own."
Making a precise Spirit replica
is tricky, because the original
was a one-of-a-kind built on a
shop floor. To fill in missing
details, Cassens studied old
photos and peeked into the original while perched on a cherry
picker at the Smithsonian.
Antique parts like the tachometer were donated and the aerodrome bartered with a museum
for the propeller.
Cassens took pains to make
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270.753.9999 • www.sbgpropert y.com
REAL PROPERTY PROFESSIONALS

BeansToIliossows
GARDEN CENTER • NURSERY • FLORIST
2397 State Route 94E • Murray,KY • 270-753-4050
(from Murray take 94E, 1-1/2 miles on right)
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They Are Adorable and Make Great Stocking Stuffers!
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kyfb.com/calloway

Paid holidays and vacation,health and dental plans, salary plus commission, are all part of an excellent benefit package.
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New Hours For Winter: Mon.-Fri. 9am-5pm, Sat. 9am-2pm
www.beanstoblossoms.com • info@beanstoblossoms.com

Oskar Vazquez a member
ofBoy Scout Troop 45 in
Murray, KY, recentlyjoined
Boy Scout Troop 1 from
Carmel. New York on a
trip to Puerto Rico. They
are pictured at El Castillo

ADVERTISING SALES
REPRESENTATIVE NEEDED
The Murray Ledger & Times is currently accepting resumes for energetic, outgoing individuals for Advertising Sales Representative. Responsibilities for this position include servicing established accounts,
developing advertising plans and developing new accounts in Murray
and surrounding areas. You must enjoy working with the public and
be self-motivated. Prior sales experience is required and an advertising
degree would be helpful. Salary will be based on education and sales
experience.

ltINTOOD.COM

Wreaths • Holiday Decor
Holiday Flags • Herb Bowls
Poinsettias • Christmas Cactus

&Meeta.

EARTHQUAKE • FIRE • STORM • ACCIDENT • MORE

270-753-4703
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All Christmas
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mdavis@murrayledger.com
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Right!: Pictured beside the statue of
Robert Baden Powell;founder of the
scout movement;at Camp Guajataka
Boy Scout Reservation in Puerto Rico
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CLASSIFIEDS
Call

CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Call
Nicki Peach

1

PI
,

I

Etta Tinsley

$8.50 Column Inch, 60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period.)
$3-33 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
.
I IN.I \I),

Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Manager

Murray Ledger
& Times
Classified Clerk

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less- Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver
I lir 1,1IJI••,,iel mao•IlainS rho r

for all your
classified needs

for your
Classified needs

wow,

Pit* An Ad Or Yard Sale Call (270) 753-1916, email classifiedOmurrayledger.com or stop by ofil,

ffice at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax:(270) 753-192

IWINESS & SERVICE DIRECiM

060

010

Nap Wonted

Lege Notice
Robot Crafters LLC, Mailing address 1216 Wilkins
Road, Benton, KY 42025 Hereby declares intention(s)
to apply tor a NO-2-Restaurant Liquor, Wine. Matt
Beverages(beer) License no later than January 1,
2016. The business to be licensed will be located at
104 North 15th St. Murray, Kentucky 42071, doing
business as Gigabites Cafe. The owner(s) are as follows Owner, Mary Beth Pilgnm of 1216 Wilkins Road,
Benton KY, 42025. Owner, Robert Pilgnm of 1216
Wilkins Road, Benton KY, 42025. Owner, Andrew
Pilgnm of 208 Woodlawn Ave. Murray, KY 42071. Any
person, association, corporation, or body politic may
protest the granting of the license(s) by writing the
Dept. of Alcoholic Beverage Control. 1003 Twilight Trail,
Frankfort, KY 40601-8400, within 30 days(KRS
243.430) of the date of this legal publication.

14X70. 3BR, 2A. 270492-8526

Administrative Assistant I $11.37/hr.
Building Services Team Leader I $8.28/hr
Cook II $8.96/hr
1 OR 2br apts. nea
Murray
downtown
Lease and deposit
270-753
required.
4109.

Apply online & view additional details at
ivrew murravStatetObs corn
Women and minorities are encouraged to apply
Murray State University is an equal education and
ernpioyment opportunity, M/F/D. AA employer.

1BR studio Apt, close
to ,Murray sq. $400
MOtith + $400 Deposit.
No'pets. 270-761-7867

INFINITY GROUP

2BR brick. Clean, No
Pets, $395/Month 270293-6070

is hiring Full Time production workers
for the Pella Corporation in

to

Murray Kentucky.

2BR, IBA duplex. 270753-0259

tion of their ads for
let and 3rd shift positions
are available.

any error. Murray
Ledger & Times will

Available Nov. 27th.
907 B. North 20th St.
3br,2 1/2BA, garage,
Very Nice. 270-7535344

Starting pay is $10.00 per hour.
Please submit your resume'to

be responsible for

bsmithiginf-grp.com.

only one incorrect

Or call (270) 767-2518

insertion. Any error

to schedule an appointment

should be reported

Infinity Group is an equal opportunity
employer. Post offer drug screen,
background and physical check required.

immediately so corrections can be
made,

060
Heil:Wanted
ADAMS Heating and
Air now hiring recepduct
and
tionist
installer. Journeyman
preferred.
license
wages.
Competitive
Located in Mayfield.
Call 270-247-7530.
CHILDCARE
Professional wanted
for area center teacher
W/ experience preferred. 270-753-2077.

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom,
you will be redirected
to Jobnetwork,corn.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website. not all bstings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.

753-9224 Nick McClure-Owner
Thank you for your business!

halm 3161•Fisockss•Ntersaaspilakiss

your • -

Dean E Cherry, Managing Director-270-978-9946

cad buildi
4idays

Call NICK! PEACH
at 270-753-1916 to place your ad today!

EQUIPMENT
Operator/CDL driver
needed. Must pass
drug screen and be
willing to WORK. Pick
up application at 2033
Outland School Rd.
MURRAY First United
Methodist Church is
seeking an individual to
fill the position of parttime Media Director to
oversee Sunday morning services, evening
practices, and special
Video,
programs.
audio, live camera
feeds, multimedia presentations, lighting and
graphics experience
needed. Deadline to
apply is 1/15/2016. To
Apply: Send a letter of
inquiry and current
vitae to: Murray First
Methodist
United
Church, 503 Maple
Street, Murray, KY
42071 or email communications0murrayfinst.corn.

laborer
to
NEED
WORK. Must pass
drug screen and be
willing to get COL_ Pick
up application at 2033
Outland School Rd.

LOCAL CPA FIRM SEEKING
INDIVIDUAL EXPERIENCED
IN TAX PREPARATION AND
QUICKBOOKS FOR
IMMEDIATE HIRE.
COMPETITIVE WAGES
AND
BENEFITS AVAILABLE.

Ask about our
DISISAY_Od_
for all your
advertising
needs.
733-1916

A Classified Gift for YOU!

USED APPLIANCES
WARD ELKINS
1?th St

(270) 753-1713
Used Appliances for
sale Place your ad
here.

Call 270-753-1916
Today!

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E Main
(270) 753-6266

15 Acres out by new
concord. Utilities for 2
mobile homes. Barn
and fence in pasture.
Many out buildings.
815-284$90,000.
6231. Good hunting.

Retail or Office
Space
109-B N. 3rd Street
1,100 SQ. FT
(Formerly The Red
Bug-retail shop)

IOXIO's & 10x15's
(2701 436-2524
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
.We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

14. 15 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

2.6 Acres Lake Fron
on Cyrpress Creek.
HOLLAND
4BR, 2BA with Full
Basement Like New MOTOR SALES
Condition. Stock 2.5
We Finance
Car Garage. Carport.
& hollatiam.)tor.E•evf.., •loin
AII
Driveways
Paved.
Walkways
270 73-44(71
$439,900
270-2934602

Obedience.
DOG
www.glendhenmere.co
270)436-2858.

New 2-4
Bedroom homes In
RIverfleid Estates
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

Murray Ledger & Times Fair
Housing Act Notice
All real estate advertised herein
is subrect to the Federal Fair
Housing Act which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference, limitation DI discrimination based on race, color, in'
gin. sex, handicap, familial status or national ongin, or intention to make any such preferences, limitations or disci-munition.
State laws forbid discrimination
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law
We will knowingly accept.any
advertising for real estate which
is not in violation of the law. All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised are
available ort an equal wyortunity basis.
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P Milan., .m3)648-1006.

FOR sale. Three bedroom, one bath house.
Completely remodeled.
1637 Catalina. Call
270-978-0505.

DO YOU HAVE A
HOME FOR SALE
WE CAN HELP
CALL 270-753-1916
LET US HELP YOU
SELL IT!!!

NM. ritimeln•
DOP001,111ily

WISHING EVERYONE A

MERRY CHRISTMAS
FROM THE
MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
CLASSIFIEDS & CIRCULATION
DEPARTMENTS.
•

V

CLASSIFIEDS
DEADLINES

(pro December)
Place a Classified Line AD
1 Week under 20 words
$19.00

or

Murray Ledger & Times
270-753-1916

3 Days under 20 words

$10.00

Monday
Smut Sna
besday
Weds*
Thor*
Friday
Fairisy

MAUL
Fh.9 1.11

la 9 am
Mai 12 p.E.
Tbe1p
lei 12
Ilia 3pa.
•

altio..411.41b

I- -, 1111
no job
small.
ices as
mates.
270-29

-121.•Prawn

Real Eststs

Corner .1 121 S. & GlesdalL

USED TIRES

8762

1

Pets & Supplies

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

Hours:
Mon.' Fri
8:00-4:00
Saturday,
8:00-12:00

Auto Parts

•.. • •
Of10841.

Call 753-5606

270-753-8964

Public Sale

270-7534556
1505 DuIguid Drive
TDD 1-800-545-103 elf 7.11.1

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 270-759-4984.
Equal Housing
Oppolunity
TDD 711

Real Estate

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50.
753-7668

1BR from $345
2BR from $375

NICE large duplex,
2BR, 2BA, all appliances, no pets, $540.
270-436-5927 or 270978-2861.

LARGE
SELECTION

360
Storage Recitals

720 S. 4TH ST.

NEW apartment in
Hazel. $550.00/mo.
plus deposit all utilities
270-492included.
8211

11831Appilances
[

2BR 1 1/2BA lake
house. 42 Bankey cove
Buchanan, TN. Call
731-694-7996. $650 a
month, $650 deposit.
Appliances included.

J&L RENTALS
MDR-STORAGE

HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2BR
units. Rent based on
income.
Mobility impairment
accessible. Phone:
270-492-8721. Mon,
Wed & Fri. TDO 711
Equal Housing
Opportunity.

PLEASE SEND RESUME TO
P.O. BOX 1040P
Murray, Ky 42071

Very nice 3BR home.
Appliances and carpets.
No
port.
References required.
Coleman RE 270-7539898

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments

77ar ovntunon 0 ay: equal6
fittopporturun pro.nier
and cooplover

TAX PREPARER

"ANTIOUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry 270753-3833

1E111
Commodes!Prop. For Rent

Houses For Rent

Plant Operator I $11.37
Dishroom Attendant $7.54/hr

check the first inserTHE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
intormation do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
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Full-time Job vacancies
at
Murray Campus

Advertisers
are requested

RLD
TRANSVO
MissAilthen

Residential & Commercial

STAIN

AMC HD (937)
AMC (58 & 58.1)
IFC HD (940)
IFC (227)
BBC Amenca (216)
WEtv (66 & 66.1)
BBC America HD (957)

Notice

Camp Septic Cleaning of Murray

MURRAY
INAVERSiTT

Murray Electric System is in contract
discussions with AMC Networks, the parent
company of WEtv, IFC, and BBC America, etc.
*see full list below. Our existing agreement
expires on December 31, 2015. Although we
are working to negotiate a fair price for these
networks after December 31, AMC may turn off
their networks or require us to remove all their
channels until a new agreement is secured.
Please visit TVOnMySide.corn or our website
www.murray-ky.net to leam more.

020

Wrecked, running and non-running *Medicare Supplements *Part B Drug Plans
autos, batteries, and all aluminum *Medicare Advantage *Dental & Vision Plans
*Final Expense Plans
KEY RECYCLING
Local Agent 8512948
SallinRon
SOUTH
121
ROUTE
STATE
1990
Phone 270-210-2833
270-759-9694

Candidate must be a self-motivated and
organized individual. Computer experience with
inventory management software or Excel and
experience utilizing a forklift are preferred.
Candidate will be required to lift 75Ibs
unassisted, maintain a daily inventory,
maintain stock control, oversee all receiving
and distribution operations and be the primary
point of contact for all suppliers.
Applicants should send resume with
contact Info to:
P.O Box 1040 R Murray KY, 42071

Notice

Notice

Medicare Supplement Services

BUYING, BUYING, BUYING

Warehouse Manager

020

020

VISA
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SUDOKU

11
Xls C4*nd

Conceptts SudoKu

MEWS
IBGARLAN
ENTALt

tSionie Inpreeenenile
earthi Kidiete
Oryviall. Painting.
Tile, Roaring, Dade

vi Wit. we us stort It"
t
ol:010
1 your storage convenience
_

4liteuriki Discowit
•Fiee Estimates
Wombat°Megrim List

from our 3 locations:

•I

Store & Lock -1611 N. 12th St
Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Electricity, and 24/7 Survoillance
•Ostend Amami' Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
Al sizes evallebie, call today
to reserve your storage unit

270-753-2905

Sudoku is nurre)etoiwirc puzzle based on a itx9 grid telh
streeral Oren numbers The obect S M place the numbers 1 lo
9 In Ine empty scp.iares so est omen r,eich column and tech
3x3 box contains te erne number only onoe The dello" level
ot the Concepts Sudoku increases horn Monday lo Sunday

270-436-6969
FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
•Trimming
•Removal
•Stump Grinding
•Firewood
•Insured
(270) 489-2839

Cash paid for
good, used guns

H & H Guns

FRAMES
TREE
SERVICE

& DEBRIS RELIOvAL
inside
Bensons Sporting
& Gods
Ron Frame
519 S. 12th, St.
(2701 227-3140
Murray
(270)171-0323
270-753-1342 ,

By Dave Green

5

6
7.

6
3
9
2, .7.
6
3 6
48
1
2,
7 1
89 ,
3
8
1 ' 9
8
4
6
3
2
Difficulty Le\el **

Answer to previous puzzle
6 2 9, 4 3 8 1 5
8 5 3 7 61 492
1 7 4 9 2 5 368
4 8 2 1 7 9 5 3 6,
7 9 5 3 8 6, 2 1 4
3 1 6 5 4 2 78 9
96 1 25 7 8 4 3
537 8 9 4 6 2 1
2 4 8 6 1 3 9 7 5-

12/15

6

GaUln-ior. Et.ctrico Contractors, LLC

Services
B Drug Plans
Vision Plans

; #512946
33

IRLD
ism*.

Clapiblan

)-978-9946

I
•
Ado Pats

D TIRES
5. 16 inch
ing at S20
ounted

53-5606

Gallirnore
Electrical Contractors,LLC
miallelltesomsrdonsellsoill
lases C.Ilallhosio
WWW.GECMURRAY.COM

(270)759-0890
AMERICAN FILIPINO
Housewife cleaning in
your home or ccxnmencial building available
4/days week. 25yr8
Experience at moping,
vaccurnkig. With references. Lisa 270-9708782
DRYWALL & painting:
no job too big or
srnall.Handyman services as well. Free estimates. Call Logan at
270-293-0404.

GARY W DICK

ELECTRIC
Licensed &
Insured

270-293-3248
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.

YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service.Licensed
and insured. Free estimates. 270-436-2582,
270-226-4504
Hill Appliance
Repair
Serving
West Kentucky
Jason Hill
(270)226-0194
Service oa MI
major brands
Lir:need & Insured
A.G.S. Well &
Irrigation
Well Drilling
Well Pump Service
Residential &
Agriculture/
Chris Tucker
270-293-4406

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

753-9562

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING
AU Year Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270)293-8686

www.hillelectric.corn

irLEAN CUT
LAWN SERVICE
LANDSCAPING
MULCHING
LEAF REMOVAL

•Handyrnan Services
•Yard Work
•Pressure Washing
'Gutter Cleaning

Horoscope
PRESCOTT
ROOFING
Over 28 Years
Experience
Zech 270-873-7700
Dawl 2/0-227-1106
At9s

Gary 270-227-0420
HALL'S WAS]
MANAGENIFN1
• weekly & peiaI pickups
• locally owned/operated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

Lamb Tree Pro
•Trimminit I Ties
Remove
•Lmensed& Weed
Free EseT11011'
27o-753-1VIIE
Credit Cards

de. Three bedno bath house.
tely remodeled.
Catalina. Call
-0505.

JE A
3ALE

ELP
-1916
YOU

Iowa's governor is out of fashion
but never out of office
All served more than one stint in
the office.
Helping ,73raril.
4769, go
DES MA,Iowa (AP) — longer is that Iowa is a rare state
Iowa Gov. Terry Branstad — a without a term limits law. Also,
graying little man who relies on he has never sought higher
Midwestern stick-to-itiveness office. He took a break in the
rather than personal flair — is private sector after serving four
about to enter the political terms from 1983 to 1999, but
record books as the longest came back to oust an incumbent
serving governor in American Democratic governor in 2010.
history, dating all the way back
"The odds of anyone passing
to colonial times.
him in the 21st Century are next
On Dec. 14th, the six-term to none," said Eric Ostermeier, a
Republican marked his 7,642nd research associate at the
day of service as governor. University of Minnesota who
That's just shy of 21 years in the has compiled a comprehensive
office. Branstad will move list of governors' length of servbeyond former New York Gov. ice.
George Clinton, whose service
David Yepsen, a former Des
includes some pre-Constitution Moines
political
Register
time, and is far out in front of reporter who knew Branstad
any recent or current governor.
when both were University of
The milestone is a testament Iowa undergraduates in 1960s,
AP Photo/Charlie Neibergall
to the fact that while political said Branstad had his own style In this Monday, Dec. 7, 2015, photo, Iowa Gov. Terry Branstad
fashions have changed in the as a student and as a young state poses for a photo with sixth-grader Elaine Wang before
last three decades, this serious lawmaker.
speaking at a proclamation signing at Jordan Creek
son of small town farmers has
"He was this right wing kid Elementary School, in West Des Moines, Iowa. On Dec. 14,
managed to remain relevant. from northern Iowa," said the six-term Republican will mark his 7,642nd day of service
And it comes at a political Yepsen, now director of the Paul as governor, making him the longest-serving governor in
moment when the contrast Simon Public Policy Institute at American history.
between Branstad and the high- Southern Illinois University,
wattage stars of the GOP is on adding,"a lot of elites dismissed dential caucuses — which other cuss in detail which counties he
states would love to jump in has won and lost over the years.
display in Iowa, as hordes of him or ridiculed him."
"It's uncanny, his memory,"
front
of.
before
state
candidates flood the
Branstad said in an interview
that
said
Jeff Boeyink, who managed
lot
of
people
"There's
a
caucuspresidential
leadoff
the
that while others in the 1960s
2010 campaign. He
Branstad's
are
jealous,"
Branstad
said.
es.
wanted to tear down the system,
As a governor, Branstad likes said people frequently brought
Unlike many of the 2016 "I hoped someday to be part of
campaigning more than policy, Branstad photos of themselves
hopefuls touring Iowa, Branstad it."
which he tends to lea,ve largely with him as a baby and the govis not a culture warrior, a busiAnd in Iowa, his hint of nerdito
staff. He can recall election ernor could -nearly always
maven.
ness tycoon or a policy
ness would never be a problem.
returns
from 20 years ago down remember the moment.•
retail
old-fashioned
He's an
"I first met him when he was
politician who visits all of wearing a white belt buckle with to the percentage point and disIowa's 99 counties every year. a blue leisure suit in the 1970s,"
His schedule is jammed with said Republican strategist Doug
tours of mom and pop business- Gross, who served as chief of
es, keynote speeches at trade staff during his first stint as govshows, talks at rural schools and ernor. "No one would have prethe signing of seemingly endless dicted that he would be the
proclamations on everything longest serving governor in the
from motorcycles to college history of the universe."
applications.
of
brand
Branstad's
"He's everywhere. People say Republicanism can seem charmhe came to our ribbon cutting," ingly Old-fashioned in today's
said Bonnie Campbell, a former GOP. He talks about governDemocratic attorney general ment stability and working out
Who ran unsuccessfully against compromises, which comes in
Branstad in 1994. "Everybody handy since Democrats control
feels they know him."
the Senate. In recent years,
tit* TM NIP
Most other long-serving gov- Branstad and lawmakers have
ernors topped out at four four- cut property taxes, but also
ILRK
year terms, including former raised the gasoline tax to pay for
South Dakota Gov. Bill infrastructure.
lanklow, former Alabama Gov.
One of his most passionate
George Wallace, former Ohio callings may be as a defender
1001 Whitnell Avenue* Murray,KY
Gov. Jim Rhoads and former and cheerleader for Iowa's best
North Carolina Gov. Jim Hunt. known event — its early presi-

FREE
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday, Dec. 16, 2015:
This year you tend to be offbeat. Others might claim that you have
become quite eccentric. At other times, you will be dreamy, creative
and artistic. This back-and-forth could throw a friend into confusion,
but this is just who you are right now. If you are single, forming a
friendship as well as a romantic bond will be very important to you.
You seem to be able to manage both, but not everyone can. If you
are attached, you will be more and more aware of the importance
of a friendship within a love relationship. With any luck, you will be
able to manifest a dream together. PISCES expects a lot from you
on a personal level.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1 -Difficult
ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)
**** Use the morning for interactions with others. In the afternoon, you'll want to put aside time for some quiet time to work. Be
sure to note your thoughts as rapidly as they come to you. You
might want to touch base with someone you rarely speak to.
Tonight: Be incognito.

by CATHERINE LUCEY
Awaked Press

nes For Sale

by Jacqueline Bigar

SI

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** A take-charge attitude goes far in the morning. Meetings
with associates or friends will put a smile on your face, as long as
they're scheduled for later in the afternoon. You can accomplish a
lot at that time. Listen to your sixth sense when dealing with a pal.
Tonight: Where the crowds
.
GEMINI(May 21-June'20)
***** You could be in a situation where you enjoy yourself to
the max. You don't want to be distracted, but a responsibility calls.
You might want to rethink a choice you recently made. Could it be
a mistake? Tonight: Handle everything that you need to ASAP.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** You could be wondering what is best to do under certain
circumstances. A partner might be very firm about what he or she
wants to do with a project. You have no room for negotiation, so
don't even worry about it. Detach and you won't be so concerned.
Tonight: Feed your mind.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Touch base with a loved one. Your decisions need to be
based on when the two of you will be getting together. Understand
why this person is so emotional. The reason might not make sense
unless you stop and listen to his or her story. Tonight: Togetherness
will be a great theme.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You could be in a situation where you want to have a longoverdue conversation. You might feel unable to draw in the other
party as much as you would like to. This person is full of ideas, but
he or she tends to be easily distracted. Tonight: The only answer is
'yes!'
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Use the morning for you and you alone. In the afternoon,
you'll need to get into errands and/or a project. Don't allow someone to distract you too much, if you want to accomplish what you
need to. A conversation could be quite informative. Tonight: Use
your imagination.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You will be full of ideas and distracted for most of the afternoon. The person who occupies your thoughts could act very much
like a muse. You often can funnel these spurts of creativity into
other areas of your life as well. Tonight: Finish up some holiday
shopping.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** You finally might discover what is going on with a neighbor.
Nevertheless, you won't be able to continue the conversation for
too long, as you have other obligations. Set up another time to visit
very soon. Handle a personal matter in the evening. Tonight: Close
to home.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Use good sense with your purchases. You might not
believe how much you need to spend. You could decide to
reassess your holiday shopping list. Honor a change of pace, and
go along with a discussion, even if you feel it is a bit crazy. Tonight:
Share some eggnog with a friend.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Use your abundant energy well in the morning. You could
feel some pressure, as the holiday season is in full gear. You might
need to play out a situation that surrounds a friend and a money
matter. Know when to say you have had enough. Tonight: Finish up
some shopping.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** You might need to rethink a certain matter. A loved one
could be difficult in the morning, or perhaps just unwilling to work
with you. By the afternoon, everything and everyone interacts like
a well-oiled machine. You have a lot on your mind. Tonight: Get into
some holiday fun.
BORN TODAY
Painter Wassily Kandinsky (1866), novelist Jane Austen (1775),
musician Billy Gibbons (1949)
the
on
Is
Blgar
Jacqueline
www.lacquellnebiger.com.
(c)2015 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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Tea years ago
Earlene Woods was presented
the 2005 Realtor of the Year award
John Paul Nix was awarded the
Hoyt Roberts Award. The new
officers for the coming year are Vicki Moore,Loretta Jobs,Tina Wright,
Lynda Houck, Mary Jane Roberson,
Bonnie Byerly, Mike Conley, Renee
Wynn and Lori Sweeney.
Pictured is Hannah O'Bryan, 10,
who recently completed competition in the Kentucky Junior Rodeo
Association's fall circuit. O'Bryan
currently holds first place statewide
in Division 1 barrel racing, breakaway and pole bending events and
third place in goat-tying competition.
Students at Murray Elementary School enjoyed a relaxing day
by participating in "PJ Day" at the
school. Pictured are Brittany Lawson and Abby Parker with teacher
Ashley Childs.
The Murray Bank Good Life
traveled to New York City recently.
Pictured are Clarkie Butterworth,
Vicky Holton, Joanna and Jimmy
Wilder, Sally Batusic, Freda Steely,
Lanette Thurman, Donna Jackson,
Nettie Bennett, Peggy Shoemaker,
Sue Adams and Brenda Sykes, director.
. Twenty years ago
The Murray Woman's Club recently held a New Members'Reception and Orientation Tea. Pictured
are Lynda Chaney and Evelyn Wallis of the Membership Committee;
Neva Grey Allbritten. Lois Pharris
and Sue Allison.
After more than 38 months of
paying the 911 collection fee, Calloway County is inching closer to finally having 911 service. Calloway
joined four other counties, Graves,
Fulton, Hickman and Ballard, in
Forming a regional 911 system.
Murray Elementary School students recently completed a box
City which is a replica of students'
homes, various city landmarks and
businesses.The exhibit is on display
at the Wrather Museum at Murray
State University. Students from the
classes of Carla Rexroat, Carolyn
Colson, Kandi Dawson and Jana
,Whiteside participated in this proj-

pos

ect.
Thirty years ago
Pictured is J.D. Rayburn as he
lights one of the 342 candles in the
Christmas luminaries along Olive
Boulevard.
Mr. and Mrs. Euel B. Morton will
celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary on Dec. 21.
Marty Gertzen was presented the
Golden Heart Award at a meeting
of the Women's Guild of St. Leo's
Catholic Church. Making the presentation was Trudy Baker, vice
president of the guild.
Forty years ago
Melanie Norwood of Calloway
County High School and Bill Bailey
of Murray High School have been
nominated to attend the National
4-H Conference in Washington,
D.C.
The annual Memorial Baptist
Church Kindergarten program will
be presented at the church. Connie White and Dorothy Rogers are
teachers.
Fifty years ago
Airman Van B. McGinnis, son
of Mr. and Mrs. MD. McGinnis. is
taking training as an aircraft maintenance specialist at Sheppard AFB,
Texas.
Murray Lions Club held its annual Christmas party at the Murray
Country Club with over 150 Lions,
their wives and guests present, according to James Rogers,club president.
Murray State College Symphonic
Orchestra will give a concert tonight
with Professor Leo Blair as conductor and Professor Russell Terhune as
pianist.
Sixty years ago
Harvey Ellis, agriculture representative of Peoples Bank, has
been appointed County Agriculture
Chairman for Calloway County by
the Bankers Association.
Mrs. Bobby Grogan,Mrs. Charles
Mason Baker, Mrs. Robert Baar and
Mrs. John Winter presented a program at the Wesley Circle meeting
of First Methodist Church.

Wife's retirement jitters
need adjustment therapy
DEAR ABBY: I'm wnting about
the letter you printed from "Excited in Maryland" (Aug. 16), whose
wife makes snide comments about
his impending retirement. That
milestone is the biggest. scariest life
change people make -- a
time marker
like no other.
With many
people, our
identity is tied
to our careers.
In my case, I
a
enjoyed
suclong,
Dear Abby cessful career
as a social
by
worker, counselor, teacher
Abigail
mothand
Van Buren
er. I wasn't
the primary
breadwinner and was able to work
less than full time. When I retired
seven years ago, my day was my
own,with little accountability to my
husband. I had quiet when I wanted
it, music of my own choosing, ate
when and what I wanted -- and complete privacy all day,every day.
My husband, one of the nicest
men I've ever known, retired two
years ago, and I still haven't come
to terms with the fact that he's home
all the time. He doesn't ask me to
do anything differently, but he's
HERE, which means my definition
of privacy has changed. I realize
how lucky I am to have him, our
long marriage, our health, our kids
and financial stability. I just need
a predictable block of time I can
depend on to have the house all to
myself.
That letter writer's wife may be
worried about the huge change that
is coming. My husband has enough
interests, hobbies and projects that
he's always busy, but we are different people. He can get lost in his
project while I'm "on alert" for any
interruption, real or imagined.
A couple of my friends have decided to postpone retirement be-

In 1814, the "Hartford Convention" began as New England Fed.eralists opposed to the War of 1812
secretly gathered in the Connecticut
capital. (America's victory in the

Battle of New Orleans and the war's
end effectively discredited the Convention.)
In 1864, the two-day Battle of
Nashville began during the Civil
War as Union forces commanded
by Maj. Gen. George H. Thomas
attacked Confederate troops led by
Gen. John Bell Hood; the result was
a resoundifieloithern victory..
In 1890, Monk Indian Chief'Sftting Bull and 11other tribe members were killed in Grand River,
South Dakota. during a confrontation with Indian police.

In 1938, groundbreaking for the
Jefferson Memorial took place in
Washington, D.C., with President
Franklin D. Roosevelt taking part in
the ceremony.
In 1939, the Civil War motion
picture epic "Gone with the Wind,"
starring Vivien Leigh and Clark
Gable, had its world premiere in
Atlanta.
_
In 1944, a single-engine'plane
carrying bandleader Glenn Miller, a
major in the U.S. Army Air Forces,
disappeared over the English Channel while en route to Paris.
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DEAR DOCTOR K: I've been
cause they don't want to be home all
day with their husbands. They are in pain ever since I had a stroke
both mental health therapists, but about six months ago What will
they can't talk with their husbands relieve it?
DEAR READER: Pain is a freabout it. If THEY can't, then who
can? This seems to be the most ma- quent complication of stroke. It genfalls
erally
jor life challenge yet, but! can't find
into one of
anyone who's willing to discuss it.
two types, loIs there anyone out there to honestly
cal or central.
help us negotiate this phase? -- LIZ
Local
IN IOWA
results
pain
the
of
comDEAR LIZ: Because
joint
from
plicated nature of their work, many
and muscle
therapists have therapists of their
problems.
own. That is what I would have
Strokes can
recommended, if either of the coumake some
ples you mentioned in your letter
muscles weak
K011111
Dr.
had asked, to improve their level of
stiff.
and
communication.
by
That, in turn,
us
"regular"
of
rest
As for the
Dr. Anthony can make the
folks, a licensed family therapist
muscles hurt
Komaroff
would be qualified to help. I agree
they
when
that retirement requires an adjustmove (or are
ment on the part of both spouses.
moved). It also can cause the bones
You should look for a counselor in a joint moved by those muscles to
who is older and who can empathize shift out of their proper place, prowith what you and your husband are ducing pain in the joint. Treatment
experiencing.
is fairly straightforward and may
involve a variety of options:
DEAR ABBY: My father-in-- range-of-motion and stretching
law picks his nose. I had a birthday exercises;
dinner for my wife with 15 people
-- over-the-counter or prescriparound the restaurant table, when tion pain relievers and nonsteroidal
her father inserted his forefinger anti-inflammatory drugs(NS AlDs);
into his nostril and started digging.
-- use of a sling or armrest to supSometimes he digs for up to 10 min- port a weak shoulder;
utes. My wife says, "Don't look."
-- strategic positioning of a weak
What would Abby do? -- JOHN IN leg while in a wheelchair or in bed;
FORT WORTH,TEXAS
-- cortisone injections to reduce
DEAR JOHN: Abby would use inflammation.
the first chance she got to speak to
Electrical stimulation of the inthe man alone and tell him that pick- volved muscles, botulinum toxin ining his nose in public grosses peo- jections to relax tight and stiff musple out. Then she'd suggest the next cles, or acupuncture may also help.
time he feels the urge, he should
Less common, but more difficult
leave the table, head for a restroom to manage, is a neurological condition called central pain syndrome
and take care of it in private.
(CPS). CPS results from damage to
Dear Abby is written by Abigail sensory pathways.
What are sensory pathways?
Van Buren,also known as Jeanne
Phillips, and was founded by her Sensations (like pain, heat, touch,
mother, Pauline Phillips. Contact vibration) from all over the body
Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.com travel up nerves to the spinal cord.
or P.O. Box 69440, Los Angeles, From there they travel up the spinal
cord to different centers in the brain.
CA 90069.

Strokes can affect those centers As
a result. the brain misinterprets normal sensory input as painful sensations.
Central pain is typically constant
and moderate to severe in intensity.
The pain may be felt over a large
part of the body or in specific areas.
It is always on the side of the body
affected by the stroke. It may be felt
as a burning pain, pins and needles,
or a pressing, sharp or aching pain.
Pain medications may not be effective. However, anticonvulsants
such as gabapentin (Neumann) and
pregabalin (Lyrics) may help. Stress
tends to increase the intensity of all
symptoms. Therefore, managing
stress may also help reduce pain.
Another stroke complication that
causes pain is spasticity, an involuntary contraction of your muscles.
This leads to stiff, tight muscles and
tendons that make stretching difficult. Without treatment, the affected
muscles may remain in abnormal
and often painful positions. Treatments include:
-- physical therapy that involves
stretching the affected muscles and
using braces that hold the muscles
in a normal position;
-- medications, including muscle
relaxants and anti-anxiety drugs
known as benzodiazepines.
.Botulinum toxin (Botox) injections, which can ease spasticity
by blocking the signals sent from
nerves to muscles. Injections of a
different toxin, called phenol, reduce nerve impulses to the spastic
muscle. A third possibility is an implanted pump that delivers a muscle
relaxant to the spinal cord.
Finally, a doctor can surgically
correct a tendon that has become
contracted and permanently shortened due to spasticity. So you have
many options to treat the pain you're
suffering following your stroke.
(Dr. Koinaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions, go
to AskDoctorK.com, or write: Ask
Doctor K,10 Shattuck St.,Second
Floor,Boston,MA 02115.)
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lints From Nelolse

Today In History
Today is Tuesday, Dec. IS. the
349th day of 2015. There are 16
.days left in the year.
' On Dec. IS, 1965, two U.S.
Manned spacecraft. Gemini 6A and
'Gemini 7, maneuvered to within 10
feet of each other while in orbit.
In 1791, the Bill of Rights went
into effect following ratification by

urray I

GAFtFIELD,
ARE YOU
IN THERE?

AIN'T NOB017Y
HERE BUT 115
WINKS, LIGHTS

HOW TO SET FREE THAT OLD TV
Dear Readers: Disposing of OLD TVS does seem to
be a problem, especially after the holiday season. Here
are some more hints from my readers:
* John H., via email, said: "(A big-box electronics
retailer) takes them and other electronics. We have
dropped off two TVs and other things there in the past
few years, and because of this
policy, we will be buying our
next TV there."
in Cecil,
• Sherry
wrote: "Getting rid of
TV is like trying to throw out a
garbage can: Nobody will haul
it away. Here are two things that
worked for me: Pay a charity to
take it off your hands, or find a
junk collector who will take anything."
* Tom D. in Texas wrote: "In
the 43 years we've lived in our
home. ANYTHING we put on
the grassy area between the sidewalk and the street has disappeared within 24 hours."
Others wrote about online websites where you can
post items you simply want to give away or are looking for with no money exchange. Thank you, readers!
Heloise
P.S.: How sad that something "state of the art" 10
years ago may now be "old" and ready for the landfill!
FLAME-RESISTANT
Dear Readers: If you're a new parent or grandparent, here is very valuable information for those little
ones' safety. It could save a child's life, too:
Do read care labels on bedding and clothing, especially sleepwear.
Don't use fabric-softener liquid or sheets when laundering these items. Although you think it makes them
soft and snuggly, fabric softener can affect the flame re-

ACROSS
Leave out
1
5 Angry
10 Pago Pago setting
12 Not rented out
13 Pep rally participant
15 Everything
16 Angry.
17 Letter before omega
18 Sketch again
20 Snare
21 Forays
22 Uses oars
23 Prickly plants
25 Stare stupidly
28 Center
31 Line of symmetry
32 Like some museum
paintings
34 Shark feature
35 Peas place
36 In the style of
37 Legislative VIP
40 Steer clear of
41 Beverage
42 Fills completely
43 Citi Field team
DOWN
Film award
1
2 "Das Lied von der Erde"
composer
Staunton of "Vera
Drake"
4 Foot feature
5 Signaled on stage
Gene messenger
7 Master
8 Playground sight

sistance of the fabric. -- Heloise
CHRISTMAS PRESENTS
Dear Helotse: When I wrap Christmas presents for
my five grandchildren, each child gets his or her own
wrapping paper. That saves the scrambling under the
tree to read gift tags. Each child gets the same number
of presents and can see his or her three presents with
one look.
ll them they
I do the same with egg hunts at Eas
to pick up
m gs,and the
get a set nt?5l
.
110
eddy their color.-- Karen E., via emai
Very smart, Karen, and inventive, too. Color-coding
presents is a hint my mother used, but she would not tell
us the "code" color until Christmas morning! -- Heloise
PRETREAT LAUNDRY
Dear Helolse: I turn clothes that need pretreating inside out. When I sort the laundry, I turn it right side out
again and look for any spots that possibly are there, and
spray the stains. Of course,I'd pretreat sooner if it were
a noticeable stain or one needing immediate treatment.
-- Sharon S., via email
PULL TAB
Dear Heloise: I learned to make a tag with a piece of
clear tape on my driver's license. Now when I need to
take it out of the little window compartment, I just pull
the tab. No more hassle. Ann K., Magnolia,Texas
Send a money-saving or timesaving hint to Heloise, P.O. Box 795000, San Antonio, TX 78279-5000,
or you can fax it to 1-210-HELOISE or email it to
Heloise(at)Heloise.cone. I can't answer your letter
personally but will use the best hints received in my
column.
(c)20I5 by King Features Syndicate Inc.

9 Disrobes
11 Spanish fleet
14 Spot for would-be
attorneys
19 "Casablanca"
nightclub
20 Court event
24 Cared for
25 Blunders
26 Armpit
27 Eventually succeed
29 Concert worker
30 Natural gift
33 Informers
35 Veep's superior
38 Shelley work
39 Sleeve filler
1

2

3
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WOMEN'S BASKETBALL: MURRAY STATE 89, BLUE MOUNTAIN 64

PREP FISHING

Racers pull away during big second half

Calloway
County
duo claims
second win

By JEFF ARM
Sports Editor

"I thought we looked pretty decent early
because we played with a lot of encagy. As
soon we started subbing,that energy level
An energetic third quarter lifted Mur- dropped after we got past the first or secray State to an 89-64 non-conference ond sub. That can't happen."
home win over Blue Mountain on MonMurray State scored the first eight
day at the CFSB Center.
points of the game and built a 21-10
The Racers (4-5), who led 39-37 at first-quarter lead on a free throw from
halftime, used a 13-4 run during the first Ke'Shunan James with 1:51 left in the pe3 1/2 minutes of the second half to cre-ate riod. James knocked down a jumper with
some separation from the Lady Toppers 8:18 to go in the first half as the Racers
(1-8). Murray State led by as many as 11 maintained a 29-19 advantage before the
points in the first half, but Blue Mountain Lady Toppers rallied.
closed the second quarter with an 18-10
Madison McCreless scored five of her
run to get within two points at the break.
12 points as Blue Mountain trimmed the
"I was really pleased with the start MSU lead to 36-35 with 1:45 left in the
of the game, with our energy level com- first half. Jennifer Milewski (13 points)
ing off of finals week. I was a little con- and Parrish Tice (eight points) drained
cerned about how much rust we would
have," MSU head coach Rob Cross said.
•See Page 12

Murray State's
Bianca Babic
attempts a
3-point shot
against Blue
Mountain
during a
non-conference game
Monday at the
CFSB Center.
Babic went
4 of 9 from
behind the arc
and finished
with 14 points.
DAVE WINDER
/ MSU Sports
Information

GIRLS BASKETBALL

For 20 years, Murray High's
Rechelle Turner has demanded
perfection and the Lady Tigers
have responded with ...
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"I've been blessed by a great coaching staff, great players throughout the
years and a wonderful administration.
I owe my thanks to Dave Carr, Dan
Hampton and W.A. Franklin for taking
a chance on a 23-year old kid to coach
this program," Rimer said after the
game.
It was never a matter of if she would
grab the accolade; it was always a
matter of when. Though the fans would
have preferred the milestone to arrive on
the court of Taylor Gymnasium,Turner
likely took the victory just the way she
would have it; under the radar and under
wraps.
Her personal list of gratitude, as
lengthy as she could make it, may start
with assistant coach Monica Evans, who
has been with her for all but 41 of her

Murray State sophomore
Ivan Roe,along with teammates
Ben Estes, MacKenzie Martin
and Alathea Sellars, turned in
strong showings recently at the
2015 Winter Airgun Championships/2016 Olympic Team Trails
Part I in Colorado Springs, Colorado.
While all four Racers advanced to a final at the event,
Roe led the way by finishing the
trails third and in the hunt for
one of two spots on Team USA
for the 2016 Summer Olympics,
with one additional trail remaining.
"I couldn't be more proud
of these four, they were all very
solid throughout the competition," said head coach Alan Lollar. "This event was just a great
way to close out what has been
a historic fall for our program.
Our task now is to take the momentum from this event, and the
fall as whole, and channel that
into a great spring."
In the 10m men's air rifle,Roe
finished third overall in the three
day competition by making two
of three finals. He finished the
event with a score of 1874.1,just
2.8 points behind North Carolina State's Lucas Kozeniesky and
11.5 points behind leader Garrett
Spurgeon of West Virginia. Ben
Estes finished the event 12th
overall, making a final on day
three.
"Ivan's performance has put
him in a prime spot for a chance
at the Olympics," said Lollar.
"As a team, we will be his biggest fans and be behind him every step of the way."
In the junior event, Roe and
Estes finished second and third.

III See POQII 12
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Zach Martin and Cole Emerson are following in the footsteps of Calloway County High
School alumni Dillon Starks
and Bracken Robertson when it
comes to claiming hardware at
bass fishing competitions.
"My friends thought we were
crazy for fishing in December,
and I thought we might be, but
then again, maybe not," Martin
said after Saturday's first-place
win over seventeen other twoman teams.
The tournament, hosted by
the Laker Livewell Booster
Club, was attended by teams
from not only CCHS,but also by
Marshall and McCracken counties, as well.
Martin and Emerson claimed
the honor by netting five largemouth bass that weighed a hefty
19 pounds, 5 ounces as well as
the big bass of the day. Emerson
caught a 5 pound, 14 ounce beast
in favorable conditions about an
hour before the weigh-in which
took place at the Wildcat Creek
Boat Ramp at Kentucky Lake.
McCracken County took
home the team trophy with a top
three total of a little more than 40
pounds, with the team of Schrader and Goff placing second and
the team of Copeland and Abernathy, placing third.
Calloway County seniors,
Brandon Falwell and Colton
Jennings rounded out the top five
with a five-bag limit that tipped
the scales at 10 pounds, 15 ounces.
The Lakers will be taking a
few months off in preparation
for a busy spring season which
will begin with the Student Angler Federation's MSU Open.
This contest will bring the best
high school anglers in the state
to Kentucky Dam Marina on
March 12,2016.
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Staff Report

"The older I get, the more I realize that you have
to appreciate the moments. If you spend all your
time dwelling on what don't have or what you
didn't get, then you miss out on what you did."
RECHELLE TURNER
Murray High girls basketball coach

8
By BRYCE RUDD
Sports Reporter

t was 1996; Space Jam was the

I

box/office hit of the summer,Rick
Pitino's Kentucky Wildcats were the
best show on court and the Macarena
was sweeping the nation by storm as top
dog on the music billboard.
Meanwhile on Doran Road,then
Murray High Athletic Director Dave
Carr was in search of a replacement for
long-time Lady Tigers head coach Jimmy Harrell. After careful consideration
and a leap of faith, Carr extended the .
invitation to a 23-year old kid fresh out
of student teaching at Calloway County
High School who expressed interest.
Without hesitation, Rechelle Turner
accepted the job as Murray High's girls
basketball head coach, where she's been
ever since. Inexplicably, the energy, the

focus and the commitment have been as
equally present since the day she started.
Not often does a high school coach
come around with the prominence and
prestige Turner has shown for the last 20
years; but fortunately for Murray High,
the opportunity presented itself and the
Lady Tigers haven't let go of her since.
For two decades,Turner has been
demanding nothing short of perfection
from her teams, with the results overflowing. The accomplishments speak
for themselves; 11 Region 1 All "A"
titles in 19 years; Four district championships and 10 district championship
appearances; six regional championship
appearances, including the Lady Tigers'
magical regional championship crowns
in 1997 and 2010.
Last Friday,just three games into
this season; she added perhaps the most
unexpected accolade of all; her 400th

career coaching victory.
Murray High defeated Webster
County 52-49, but the win was only a
testament to how much has gone right
over the 399 wins that came before it.
That total became 401 victories Saturday, when the Lady Tigers defeated
Muhlenberg County 57-32 during the
Independence Bank Classic at Owensboro Catholic High School.
Somewhere along the way,the drive
could have wavered; the passion could
have withered; she could have pursued
other goals at other programs (like
going back to coach her alma mater
at Marshall County when a vacancy
opened up in 2009). But her roots had
clearly been planted in Taylor Gymnasium. When you've been a coach for
one team as long as Turner has, at some
point you realize you've been home the
entire time.

•Teesday, December 15,2015
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Racers
in
the
NBA
Isaiah Canaan

SCOREBOARD
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Last Same:
4-,
1 rebound,
3 steals,
0 assists.
0 blocks
Monday
at Chicago
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W IT
Pct
Washirigtoo
6 7 0 .462
6 7 0 .482
Philadelphia
N.Y. Garda
6 7 0 .482
Deltas
4 9 0 .306
North
W IT
Pet
Green Bay
9 4 0 .692
Minnesota
8 5 0 .615
Chicago
5 8 0 .385
Detroit
4 9 0 .308
South
W IT
Pot
13 0 0 1.000
y-Carolina
Tampa Bay
6 7 0 .462
Atlanta
6 7 0 .462
New Orleans
5 8 0 .385
Wed
W L T
Pct
x-Artzona
11 2 0 .846
Seattle
8 5 0 .615
St LOOM
5 8 0 .385
San Francisco
4 9 0 .308
x-clinched playoff spot
y-chnched division
WEB( 14
Monday's Result
N.Y. Giants 31, Mier* 24
WEEk 15
Thursday's Game
Tamps Bay at St Louis, 7:25 p.m.

AREA SCHEDULE
Rift% Games

PREP BOYS BASICETBALl
7:30 p.m.
Fulton County at Caloway County
Marshall County at faun
al
:11=i
PREP WM
6 p.m
Marshal County at Murray High
7:30 p.m.
Calloway County at Henry County, Tenn

SPORTS ON TV
Today's Garner
COLLEGE BASKETBALL
8 p.m.
BM -N. Kentucky at Michigan
ESPN2-Georgia Southern at Duke
ESPNU -Norfolk St at Cincinnati
SEC-Louisiana Tech at Mississippi
6:30 p.m.
FS1 - Monmouth at Georgetown
8 p.m.
-Texas A&M-CC at Wisconsin
ESPN2- 801J at Georgia Tech
ESPISU -Longwood at Oklahoma St
SEC -Mercer at Auburn
9 p.m.
FS1 - DePaul at Stanford
NBA
S.30 p.m.
NBA - Cleveland at Boston
9 p.m.
NBA - Houston at Sacramento
Na
7:30 p.m.
NBCSal - Colorado at Chicago

Pr
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PA
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320
305

PE
317
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272
267

PA
245
255
314
336

Pr
411
288
279
323

PA
243
322
295
397

Pr
405
340
210
188

PA
252
235
271
315

PF
402
325
316
264

PA
253
256
301
331

Pr
354
344
278
240

PA
229
260
326
357

PF
275
259
326
253

PA
356
291
357
326

Pr
281
331
299
250

PA
225
243
326
334
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GE GA
78 66
81 95
85 92
79 96
75 78
78 103
56 73
for Waf-

PRO BASKETBALL

HOCKEY

PRO FOOTBALL
NR
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W IT
Pct
1-New England
11 2 0 .846
KY. Jets
8 5 0 .615
Buffalo
6 7 0 .462
Miami
5 8 0 .385
North
W IT
Pet
ancinnat
10 3 0 769
Pittsburgh
8 5 0 615
Baltimore
4 9 0 3138
Cleveland
310 0 231
South
W IT
Pct
Indianapolis
6 7 0 462
Houston
6 7 0 .462
Jacksonville
5 8 0 .385
Tennessee
3 10 0 231
West
W IT
Pct
Deriver
10 3 0 769
Kansas City
8 5 0 .615
Oakland
6 7 0 462
San Diego
310 0 .231

14 16 1 29
Pacific Division
W I OT Pts
19 9 2 40
Loe Angeles
Artzona
14 14 2 30
Edmonton
14 15 2 30
11 12 8 30
Vancouver
14 14 1 29
San Jose
Calgery
13 14 2 28
Anaheim
11 13 5 27
NOTE: Two points for a win, one point
t:trill) loss.
Monday's Results
Edmonton 3, Boston 2, OT
Washington 4, Pittsburgh 1
Tainim Say 2, Columbus 1
Ottawa 5, Los Angeles 3
Buffalo 2, Detroit 1
Today's Games
New Jersey at Buffalo. 6 p.m.
Florida at N.Y. Islanders,6 p.m.
Edmonton at N.Y. Rangers,6 p.m.
Carolina at Philadelphia, 6 p.m.
Tampa Bay at Toronto. 6:30 p.m.
San Jose at Montreal, 6:30 p.m.
Calgary at Nashville, 7 p.m.
Vancouver at Minnesota, 7 p.m.
St Louis at Winnipeg, 7 p.m.
Colorado at Chicago, 730 p.m.
Columbus at Dallas, 730 p.m.
Wednesday's Games
Ottawa at Washington,6 p.m.
Pittsburgh at Boston, 7 p.m.
Goiorado

Na
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W L OT Pts GF GA
Montreal
20 8 3 43 100 70
Detroit
16 9 6 38 79 79
Ottawa
16 10 5 37 97 93
Boston
16 9 4 36 33 80
Tampa Bay
15 13 3 33 73 69
Flonda
14 12 4 32 76 74
Buffalo
13 15 3 29 74 84
Toronto
10 13 5 25 64 76
Metropolitan Division
• L OT Pts GF GA
Washington
21 6 2 44 89 63
N.Y Islanders
18 8 5 41 89 72
N Y Rangers
18 9 4 40 90 72
New Jersey
15 11 4 34 74 75
Pittsburgh
15 11 3 33 68 71
Philadelphia
12 12 6 30 62 83
Carolina
12 14 4 28 74 92
Columbus
11 18 3 25 75 95
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Central DtV130041
W L OT Pb GE GA
Dallas
22 6 2 46 102 79
Chicago
17 10 4 38 85 75
St Louis
17 10 4 38 78 75
Minnesota
15 7 6 36 73 66
Nashville
15 10 5 35 80 79
Winnipeg
14 14 2 30 82 91

NBA
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
L
Pct
16
Toronto
10 .615
14
Boston
10 .583
New York
11
14
.440
Brooklyn
7
17 .292
Philadelphia
1
25
.038
Southeast Division
W
L
Pc1
14
Charlotte
9 .609
Miami
14
9 .609
Orlando
13
11
.542
Atlanta
14
12 .538
Washington
10
13 .435
Central Division
W
L
Pct
15
Cleveland
7 .682
Chicago
14
8 .636
Indiana
14
9 .609
14
Detroit
12
538
Milwaukee
10
15 .400
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Southwest Division
W
L
Pct
San Antonio
21
5 .808
Dallas
14
11
.560
Memphis
14
12 .538
Houston
12
13 .480
New Orleans
6
18
.250
Northwest Division

GB
1
41
/
2
8
15
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11
/
2
11
/
2
4
GB
1
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/
2
3
61i
08
6/
1
2
7
8/
1
2
14
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20. Wit Mralisill-1) did not play. Next a.
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Pot 95
16
8
667 10
13
435 514
11
15
423
6
10
14
417
6
9
14
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Pacific Division
W
L
Pa ca
Golden State
24
1
leo LA. Clippers
15
10
600
9
Phoenix
11
15 .423 1314
Sacramento
9
15 .375 1414
LA takers
3
21
125 2014
Mendays Results
eidlans 106. Toronto 90
Orlando 106, Brooklyn 82
LA. Clippers 105, Detroit 103. OT
Crecago 115, Phliedelplea 96
Memphis 112, Washington 95
Miami 100. Atlanta 88
San Antonio 118, Utah 81
Dallas 104, Phoenix 94
Denver 114, Houston 106
Portland 105, New Orleans 101
Today's Games
Cleveland at Boston,6:30 p.m.
Denver at Mirmesota, 7 p.m.
Houston at Sacramento,9 p.m
Milwaukee at LA. takers, 930 p.m.
Wednesday's Games
Dallas at Indiana,6 p.m.
Charlotte at Orlando,6 p.m.
Miami at Brooklyn, 6:30 p.m.
Boston at Detroit, 6:30 P.m.
Minnesota at New York,6:30 p.m.
Memphis at Chicago, 7 p.m.
Portland at Oklahoma City, 7 p.m.
Philadelphia at Atlanta, 7 p.m.
Washington at San Antonio, 730 P.m.
New Orleans at Utah, 8 pm.
Phoenix at Golden State, 330 p.m.
Milwaukee at LA Clippers, 9:301/m.
Oklahoma City
Utah
Portland
Denver
Minnesota

COLLEGE BASKETBALL
MEN
AP TOP 25 FARED
Monday's Resits
1. Michigan State (11-0) did not play. Next at
Northeastern, Saturday.
2. Kansas (8-1) did not play. Next: vs. Montana,
Saturday.
3. Oklahoma (7-0) did not play. Next vs.
Creighton. Saturday.
4. Kentucky (9-1) did not play. Next: vs. Ohio
State, Saturday.
5. Iowa State (9-0) did not play. Next vs.
Northern Iowa, Saturday.
6. Maryland (9-1) did not play. Next vs. Princeton, Saturday.
7. Duke (8-1) did not play. Next vs. Georgia
Southern, today
8. Virginia (8-1) did not play. Next vs. No. 9
Villanova, Saturday.
9. Purdue (11-0) did not play. Next vs. No. 18
Butler, Saturday.
10. Xavier (10-0) did not play. Next vs. Auburn,

illun
&inan(9-1)del not piss Neat
21. Osaris
%
22. UCLA1(
11-16
3)
411
4 mat Om at vs, tali-

pew%
Ina-uftesp,

21 Cladflali p-e did not play. Next vs. Nortolk sawn*"
24. Texas AM 0-4 did not play Next vs. No.
15 Baylor, Sari"
25 UConn (4)- did not play Next w. Massatreasons-Loves..
day

AP TOP 25 FARED
Monday% Results
1. UConn (8-0) did not pilaf Next vi LSU,
Monday.
2. South Carolina (9-0) did not Was Next vs.
Hampton, Wetriesdry.
3. Notre Dame (9-1) did not Mrs Next at Saint
Joseph's, Monday
4. Baylor (10-0) did not May. Next vs. Oral
Roberts, Thursday.
5. Texas (8-0) did not play. Next vs. Canialus.
Wednesday.
6. Maryland (10-0) did not piss Next at Maryland-Eastern Shore, Sunday.
7. Oregon State (7-0) did not play. Next vs. Cal
State Bakareflelo, Wilts
8. Kentucky (9-0) did not play. Next vs. No. 13
Duke, Sunday.
9. Mississippi State (7-1) did not play. Next vs.
Southern Mississippi, Wednesday.
10. Citho State (6-3) did not On. Next vs.
Princeton, Friday.
11. Flonda State (7-2) did not May. Next vs.
Mercer, today.
12. Northwestern (9-0) did not play. Next vs.
Alcorn State, today.
13. Duke (8-2) beat UMass 70-46. Next vs.
Liberty, Thursday.
14. Tennessee (7-2) did riot play. Next at No.
15 Stanford, Wednesday.
15. Stanford (6-2) did not play. Next at No. 14
Tennessee, Wednesday.
16. DePaul (7-3) did not play. Next at South
Dakota State, today.
17. Oklahoma (9-1) did not play. Next vs. No.
18 Texas MAI,Sunday.
18. Texas MM (7-3) did not play. Next at No.
17 Oklahoma, Sunday.
19 UCLA (5-2) did not play. Next vs. UC Irvine,
Wednesday.
20 South Florida (6-2) did not oily. Next at
Northern Colorado, today
21. Arizona State (6-3) beet Hartford 60-29.
Next vs. Marquette, Saturday
21. California (7-2) did not play. Next vs. No.
19 UCLA, Monday.
23. Miami (10-0) did not play. Next: vs. No. 4
Baylor, Saturday.
24. Michigan State (7-2) clid not play. Next at
Northeastern, Friday.
25. St John's (8-1) did not play. Next at
Duquesne, Saturday.
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toe $3 milibn, two-year cortract Woad IWO
Norris, rtg, San Diego,to a 82.5 millkw, one-yew
contract signed Gordon Beckhern, 3b, Crimp
White Sax,to a $1.25 million, one-year contract
CHICAGO (2)- Signed John Lacks%
Louis, to a $32 million, two-year contract
Ben Zobrist, Est, Karnes City to a $56
.
tour-yew contract
COLORADO (2) - Signed Jason Mons, rtip,
Chicago Cube, to a $10 million, two-year contract signed Chad Weis, rhp, Houston, to a $6
million, two-year contract
LOS ANGELES (2)- Brett Mdersom, 91P, cepted $15.8 million qualifying Mien re-signed
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signed Wirer Perez, Ihp. Houston, tea $7
two-year contract
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MURRAY STATE 89, BLUE MOUNTAIN 64
Monday's Result
At CFSB Canter
LIM 1110011MN (1-$): Jennifer Milewski 5-8 0-0 13,Cheney Lawhon 0-3 0-0 0, Matana
0-0 11, Kristen Milewski 0-2 0-0 0, Jasmine Allen 3-8 0-08, Lauren Collins 1-1
Lenses 4-0 0-0 10, Parrish Tice 3-6 1-2 8, Madison McCreiess 5-7 1-412, Lane
040-00. Wait 26-82(41.9%) 2-6(33.3%)64.
STATE(44):Poe Smith 1-2 1-2 3, Taylor Reese 0-1 0-00, Jasmine Borders 1-2
0-0 2,Ms Blass 2-7 0-0 5, Ke'Shunen James 10-16 5-6 26, Deniella Pisan° 0-2 2-2 2,
Llkialt5-11 0-010,Lea Cassel 0-00-0 0,Kyre Gulledge 6-6 3-5 15, Bianca Babe 4-9
UMW,
/ 1-2 0-0 3, Mete Fountain 0-0 0-0 0, bashes Lee 4-7 1-29. Tutees
)14-18(77.8%)89.
19 18 12 15 - 64
1191
24 15 30
- 89
GOAL& illee Mountain 10-19 (J. Milewski 3-4, Alien 2-3, Lewis 2-4, Tice 1-1,
*COMO 1-1,Cay14,Lawlica0-1,K. Wear& 0-2); Murray State 7-27(Babic 4-9,Marley
1
1-4,AMU 1-4,Sak0-1,Boras0-1,Plum 0-1,Wright 0-5). RENVINIPAND
31(McCain 8,J. allawski 6,Limb 5,Cox 4,K. Milewski 2, Men 2,COMM 2.1101,
Murray SWIll 42(James 7, Gulledge 8, Satre 6, Bathes 5, Lee 5, Smith 3, Reese 2.
2,11/Niallt bars,Crook SIMI%TEAM). TOTAL FOILS(FOULED OUT): Blue MounMiliNly 0006 1$_.
=APICAL POLLS: None. ASSISTS: Blue Mountain
sokeoreee t,Lawton, Cox, Men); Murray State 24
4.Lea
tEALS:
t
Blue Mount*7(Mc4Alkit4 LAIDIalla%Pam 2,asimsAil
lifWily SIMS 13
4, Smith 3,Bak Liam
la Mountain 1 cCreless); UMW Ma 11
2, Bak,Aima.1011110VERS: Blue Mountain 21; Murray ads 15.
0$1111

3-pointers for the Lady Toppers
during the run.
Blue Mountain, which stayed
close throughout the first half by
making 7 of 9 3-pointers, finished 10 of 19(53 percent) from
behind the arc. Murray State
ended up 7 of 27 (26 percent)
from 3-point range.
. "I was disappointed with how
we played the rest of the first
half," Cross said. "You have to
give Blue Mountain credit for
going 7 of 9 from the 3-point
line. They were shooters that we
were supposed to be up on them
and touching them, not letting
breakdowns, defensively, but
them shoot."
After a halftime discussion, we recovered from them much
Cross said his team responded better."
Four Racers scored in douvery well.
"We came out in the second ble figures, led by James (26
half and played like we should points on 10 of 16 shooting),
have," Cross said."We only had Kyra Gulledge (15 points on 6
four turnovers after halftime, of 6 shooting), Bianca Babic(14
shot the ball well, really ran points on 4 of9 3-point shooting)
the offense and got some wide- and LeAsia Wright(10 points on
open looks. We still had some 5 of 11 shooting). Murray State

tam
.
11=
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wins since joining her staff in
1998.
Still, it's been Turner receiving more of the gratitude
rather than dishing it out since
it happened over the weekend.
Countless friends and former
players such as Janssen Starks
and Delandra )3yars reached out
on social media to congratulate
their former coach, while current players took time to reflect
on what sets her apart from the
pack.
"Coach has always been one
competing at a high level, even
when she played. I remember
one day when we were at practice and we weren't competing
with each other. Coach stopped
the drill and yelled so loud her
face turned purple," Macey
Turley said."She said it made
her dizzy for three days but
that just goes to show you her
willingness to make this program successful. Every year she
demands 110 percent effort and
sets high expectations. She is
well deserving of this accomplishment."
Lex Mayes also weighed
in on the feat, citing the Lady
Lrigers' endless faith and trust
in Turner's coaching ability.
"She's not only a leader on
the court, but off the court, as
well. There's no other coach I'd
rather take a "chewing" from
than her."
The memories and the games
have stockpiled as well, no
doubt; both in victory and in
heartbreak. Her will, however.

remains the same all these years
later.
The crosstown showdowns
with Calloway County (in-.
cluding a 45-44 regional title
victory in 2010) and the District
4 tilts with Marshall County
(highlighted by the 2013 district
championship victory in double-overtime) have brought the
joy in reminiscing, but naturally
it's the memorable heartbreaks
that continue to stick with
Turner and define her hunger
for perfection. For instance, last
year's last-second heartbreak
against Covington Holy Cross
in last year's All "A" State
Championship.
"I think the losses stand out
to me more than anything. I
still lie in bed at night and lose
sleep thinking about that All
"A" Championship last season
and what I could have done

outshot Blue Mountain 52 to 42
percent.
Cross said the Racers held off
from subbing early in the second
half.
"Part of that (run happened)
because we didn't sub," Cross
said."We went two-deep on the
bench there for a little while.
I wanted to give everyone a
chance to play in the first half.

differently to change the outcome. This place is home and it
always will be," Turner said.
Fortunately for Turner, the
losses are few and far between,
tucked behind the times when
she came through; when the
Lady Tigers came through.
Even on the nights they fell
short,Turner's long-term goal
was accomplished: Better
students, better daughters and
better mothers have been made
because of Turner's impact on
her player's lives.
As for giving the school
another 400 victories? Turner
smiled and slowed the notion.
"We'll focus on 402 and go
from there. It's one at a time,"
Turner said.
While her record currently
stands firm at 401,Turner can
pick up 402 at 6 p.m. today
against Marshall County. II

but some of our subs just didn't
bring enough energy."
More than half of the points
the Racers scored early in the
third quarter came in the form of
fast break layups generated from
steals. Wright, Lee and Ajee
Smith all scored in transition as
Murray State took a 52-39 lead.
Babic knocked down a pair of
3-pointers late in the third quarter as the MSU advantage grew
to 69-49 with 10 minutes to go.
She scored all 14 of her points
off the bench.
The Racers, who led by as
many as 25 points in the second
half, outscored the Lady Toppers 50-27 during the final 16
minutes.
Marshall County graduate
Michaela Manley played in the
fourth quarter, when she drained
a 3-pointer for her first three
points as a Racer.
Murray State, victors of its
last two games, begins a twogame road trip to Jacksonville
and Florida State on Thursday.
The Racers and Dolphins tip off
at 10 a.m. Thursday in Jacksonville, Fla.III

•Rifle...
From Page 11
respectively, with Roe making all three finals and Estes
making two. Each had a second place finish in the junior
portion of the competition, as
Roe beat out his teammate
1876.1 to 1862.2 in total
score.
In the 10m women's air
rifle, Alathea Sellars and
MacKenzie Martin each
made one final, with Sellars
edging Martin in overall
score 1238.8 to 1238.3, to
finish in 14th and 16th, respectively. Both female Racers also participated in their
junior competition, with Sellars taking eighth and Martin
taking ninth and each making
a final.•
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Pete

Rose's application for reinstatement to baseball was
rejected Monday by Commissioner Rob Manfred, who
concluded the career hits leader continued to gamble even
while trying to end his lifetime
ban and would be a risk to the
sport's integrity if allowed
back in the game.
Rose agreed to the ban in
August 1989 after an investigation for Major League
Baseball by lawyer John Dowd
found Rose placed numerous
bets on the Cincinnati Reds to
win from 1985-87 while playing for and managing the team.
In one of his first major actions, Manfred said in a fourpage decision the career hits
leader admitted he has kept on
betting legally on horse racing and professional sports,
including baseball. Manfred
upheld the conclusions of the
Dowd report and said MLB
obtained additional evidence
not available to Dowd: a notebook of betting records from
1986 kept by Rose associate
Michael Bertolini.

"In short, Mr. Rose has not
presented credible evidence of
a reconfigured life either by an
honest acceptance by him of
his wrongdoing, so clearly established in the Dowd Report,
or by a rigorous, self-aware
and sustained program of
avoidance by him of all the circumstances that led to his permanent in eligibility in 1989,"
Manfred wrote.
Manfred also said Rose has
never "seriously sought treatment" for Attention Deficit
Hyperactivity Disorder and
Oppositional Defiant Behavior,
conditions he said in his 2004
book had afflicted him.
"Mr. Rose's public and private comments, including his
initial admission in 2004, provide me with little confidence
that he has a mature understanding of his wrongful conduct, that he has accepted full
responsibility for it, or that he
understands the damage he has
caused," Manfred wrote."I am
also not convinced that he has
avoided the type of conduct
and associations that originally led to his placement on the
permanently ineligible list." IN
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